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Introduction
Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and learning takes place influences the processes and procedures by
which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way a school stays faithful
to its vision. Many factors contribute to the overall narrative such as an identification of stakeholders, a description of stakeholder
engagement, the trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that a school implements to support student
learning.

The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to provide a school with an opportunity to describe in narrative form the strengths and
challenges it encounters. By doing so, the public and members of the school community will have a more complete picture of how the school
perceives itself and the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement. This summary is structured for the school to reflect on how it
provides teaching and learning on a day to day basis.
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Description of the School

Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include
demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated
with the community/communities the school serves?

Description of the School
Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include demographic
information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated with the
community/communities the school serves?

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary (LBNE) celebrated its opening in 1963. It is a suburban school located in the northeast section of Columbia,
South Carolina. The school is nestled in the Spring Valley neighborhood with students zoned from several surrounding neighborhoods and
some apartment complexes. Additionally, students who participate in school choice or the school's magnet program, Academy for Civic
Engagement (ACE), are a part of the school. The school practices the covenants of the Leader in Me, which adopts Stephen Covey's Seven
Habits, and is also an official AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) Elementary certified school. Recognized as an outstanding
elementary school for fifty-four years, the school is steeped in rich history of being an integral part of the community and has built a
reputation of celebrating the differences of all cultures.

Lonnie B. Nelson serves pre-kindergarten through fifth grade and has 589 students. Student composition is diverse. 68% are AfricanAmerican, 19% Caucasian, 4% Hispanic/Latino, 3% Asian, 1% Hawaiian/Pacific Islander student, and 5% other nationalities. The male
student population (52%) is slightly higher than the female population (48%) by twenty-one students. LBNE serves 10% Special Education
students and 1% English for Speakers of Other Languages. The free and reduced lunch status at the school is 56%. LBNE's magnet, ACE, is
comprised of 37% of the school's students who travel from other zoned schools throughout Richland School District Two to attend the school.
LBNE's mission statement, "Learning to lead, leading to learn, betters myself, home, school, and world, embodies the tenet that all students
are leaders!"

The diverse faculty and staff of forty-four teachers and thirty-three support staff members is comprised of veteran and novice educators who
are committed to meeting the needs of every student. Teachers possess a variety of experiences and expertise including National Board
Certification (32%), Special Education Certifications (27%), and all teachers are Highly Qualified by the state of South Carolina. LBNE's
faculty and staff members epitomize the talents and skills of 21st century educators, who are dedicated to increasing student achievement
and developing well-rounded, lifelong learners.

In the last three years, LBNE has not experienced changes in administration and normally had minimal classroom teacher turnover.
However, mainly due to families moving out of the Columbia area, a higher rate of teacher turnover occurred after the 2015-2016 school
year. Fortunately, the new faculty members who were hired immediately embraced the warm culture of the school and continued the
educational rigor and high expectations that had already been established at LBNE. The majority of demographics have remained stable
during this time, despite some transiency of students due to family matters. To meet the needs of all students, a variety of academic
resources are available such as flexible grouping, intervention services, differentiation, hiring of an Alternative Learning Coach, and
implementation of the Behavioral Education Supports and Training (B.E.S.T.) system.

The continuous process of improvement has resulted in student growth on the Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) assessment and the
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South Carolina Palmetto Assessment of State Standards (SCPASS) test. Also, the primary students at LBNE have shown sustained
advancements in Diagnostic Reading Assessment (DRA) scores on a yearly basis.
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School's Purpose

Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the
school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students.

School's Purpose
Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the school
embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students.

Mission
Learning to lead, leading to learn, betters myself, home, school, and world.

Vision
Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary (LBNE), in partnership with parents and community members, provides innovative learning opportunities
through technology and 21st century resources for all students in a safe and supportive environment. Individual student needs are met
through differentiated instruction steeped in academic rigor and customized to comply with the dynamic society that will require responsible
citizens.

Beliefs
Student success is the primary focus.
A partnership between school and home is necessary for student success.
Focus on the whole child is essential--social/emotional skills are equally as important as academics.
All adults in the community are an integral part of students' success.
A safe, supportive, and respectful environment is the right of all.
Excellence in teaching and learning is expected and required.
No one person in the community is more valuable than another.
Success is inherent to self-discipline and commitment to hard work.
All staff members should build and foster positive relationships with students to improve student learning.
Our community is strengthened by embracing diversity.
Any wrong can be corrected through restorative justice.
Trust is a vital part of the educational community.
Endless possibilities are created through education.
Quality education is the responsibility of all adults in the community.
All community members can lead from where they are.

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary's mission, vision, and beliefs are based upon the combined feedback of all stakeholders, including students,
staff, parents, and community members. The School Improvement Council and Parent Teacher Organization, in conjunction with LBNE staff
and students, contribute to the development of the school's mission, vision, and beliefs through surveys designed specifically for that
purpose.The school administration and Lighthouse Team share the feedback with stakeholders for final approval.

Through the help of the school counselor, social worker, and parent educator, building relationships between students and teachers, and
increasing parent involvement, students will improve choices made in the classroom and will expand academic advances. The school
SY 2016-2017
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provides parent workshops (Math Night, Literacy Night, AVID Night), along with a magnet program Academy for Civic Engagement, Special
Education, Response to Intervention and Behavior Education Supports and Training.
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Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement

Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years. Additionally, describe areas for
improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years.

Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement
Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years. Additionally, describe areas for improvement
that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years.

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary holds many notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years. The school was named an
AVID Showcase school in 2015 and an AVID Site School in 2016. It also, received a Honeybee Hive Grant in 2015 which allowed the school
to enhance student learning with the installation of an observation honeybee hive. The school was also awarded a Healthy Alliance Grant
from the state in 2015 and 2016. The school received the SC Economic Poster Award and has actively been involved in multiple service
learning projects.Students packed? A "House in a Box" for flood victims and raised money to support the 9/11 Memorial. The school was
recognized as a Project Citizen Award-Winning Magnet Program and Law Related Elementary School of the Year from the South Carolina
Bar Association. Staff and students, established Sweets for Soldiers candy boxes for active duty military personnel and canned food drives
that benefited various non-profit organizations, as well as families of students within the school.

Lonnie B. Nelson's commitment to providing a stellar education for students is evident through achievement gains in the South Carolina
Palmetto Assessment of State Standards (SCPASS) which exceeded the district average in social studies, South Carolina College-andCareer Ready Assessment (SC READY) scores for 5th grade ELA which exceeded district and state averages, and Reading Measures of
Academic Progress (MAP) Scores exceeded the district average. LBNE students were recognized for reading achievement through the
South Carolina Reader's Challenge in which the school placed second in the district finals.

Faculty and staff members have been recognized for excellence through National Board Certifications, SC Council for Exceptional Children
Principal of the Year, WLTX Teacher of the Week, and AVID National Staff Developer and Eastern Division Consultant. The commitment to
delivery of outstanding scholastic lessons has been the vanguard of LBNE educators. This is evident in the perpetual advancement of
students in all content areas.

Continuous professional development initiatives to boost student advancement are provided for teachers through AVID and Leader in Me
training workshops. Additionally, the school's Reading Coach works directly with individual teachers to implement strategies that are used to
enhance student performance in all subject areas through literacy integration.

The Academy for Civic Engagement (ACE), the magnet program for LBNE, has been featured on South Carolina Educational Television
(http://video.scetv.org/video/2365876253/) for a "Magnet Spotlight" as an exemplary institution for learning. ACE focuses on civic
engagement through teaching government, economics and service learning for all students in grades kindergarten through fifth. Students are
immersed in the democratic process through the continuous democratic process of voting and mock elections in which each classroom has a
mayor. All grade-levels have a governor, and the entire magnet program has a president and vice-president.

LBNE has leadership opportunities for all students which include Safety Patrol, Event Planners, NewBees, Litter Patrol, Recycling Team, Bee
Greeters, Morning Show, Drama Cast and Crew, Chorus, Book/Math Buddies, and Recycling Club. We have mentoring groups for boys,
Bowtie Boys, and for girls, Pearls Girls to help promote positive self-esteem and to promote social/emotional stability for students who need
SY 2016-2017
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additional support.

Within the next three years, LBNE would like to continue to use data to drive instruction. LBNE is very cognizant of the substantial benefits of
using data as benchmarks for student academic growth and development. Teachers will confer weekly to plan lessons based upon
information garnered from formal and informal assessments to create innovative instructional exercises that are specifically designed to meet
the needs of students at their ability levels. Likewise, the school will use small group instruction and response to intervention to target areas
of weakness in reading and math in order to support students in meeting and exceeding established goals in all content areas.

Lonnie B. Nelson provides leadership opportunities throughout the school day for all students. Each classroom has established leadership
roles for students, such as classroom greeter, technology and system support, administrative assistant, sanitation engineer, and energy
patrol technician. Further, students participate on the LBNE Morning News Team, Bee Safe Leaders, Recycling Team, LBNE Greeters,
Event Planners, Litter Patrol, and Chorus. After school, students participate in cheerleading, karate, Run Hard, and Math Club.
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Additional Information

Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous
sections.

Additional Information
Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous sections.

Lonnie B. Nelson's primary focus is improving student achievement. Through the use of faculty and support staff, lessons are augmented to
address specific needs of students. The school's reading coach works collaboratively with teachers to implement strategies for academic
growth. Teachers participate in book studies and vertically plan together to ensure that lessons connect as students matriculate from one
grade level to another. Response to Intervention and special education teachers construct assignments planned for independent student use
in order to tailor them for direct instruction.

Because LBNE focuses on the whole child, the school social worker, parent educator, and school counselor work tirelessly to meet the
emotional needs of students through classroom guidance lessons, small group sessions, individual counseling, and home visits. Students
and parents are provided with resources that will assist them in having the tools necessary to be successful in school. LBNE has an
Alternative Learning Coach who focuses on the tenets of the Behavior Education Supports and Training (B.E.S.T.) model to help students
refocus when they hit a bump in the road. Restorative justice is used to resolve discipline problems and to assist students and teachers to
maintain the primary focus of teaching and learning at the school. The implementation of the B.E.S.T. model has reduced the number of
suspensions and provided alternative methods of addressing disruptive behaviors to keep students in school.

The ACE magnet program at LBNE not only focuses on civic engagement through meaningful lessons on government, economics and
service learning. At the beginning of each year, students learn about the Constitution and participate in the democratic process of voting.
Some students choose to run for an office that mirrors our local, state and federal government of President, Vice President, Governor,
Senators, Representatives, and Mayors. Through the campaign process and speeches, other students make their decision on who they will
vote for to represent them. Elected officials in ACE Student Government are sworn in during a special ceremony and then serve to lead their
constituents by attending meetings, special trainings and events at our State House. To develop economic concepts, students are taught
how to be entrepreneurs and create products that can be sold during the magnet's Market Day. Students earn "Bee Bucks" money to buy
products from the salaries they are paid for their classroom jobs. In some classrooms, students have to pay rent for their desks, purchase
insurance for possible accidents, cover utility costs, and a host of other real-world economic tasks. The students are taught how to budget
and save and have a class bank to deposit their earnings into. Furthermore, the magnet program has a garden in which fresh vegetables are
grown and can be harvested for consumption. Service learning opportunities are based on needs in the community. Teachers facilitate
learning as students tie skills learned in the classroom to serving others.

The AVID program is formally used in 3rd through 5th grade, but the practices are schoolwide. AVID uses WICOR strategies to provide all
students with the fundamental skills to promote academic success, self -efficacy, and self-advocacy as they move forward in their
educational journey. The WICOR strategies are Writing to Learn, Inquiry, Collaboration, Organization and Critical reading. Using these
strategies students learn how to use writing as a reflective tool to think about their learning. Inquiry strategies are taught to help students
gain an understanding of Why we we think what we think?'' Additionally students use organizational strategies to help organize their thinking,
time management, foster good study habits, learn note-taking skills, and the importance of being prepared as college and career ready. The
program focuses on developing a growth mindset toward learning and the students are taught to be leaders in all that they do.
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The seven habits from the Leader in Me ingrain the beliefs that students should be proactive, begin with the end in mind, put first things first,
think win-win, seek first to understand then to be understood, synergize, and sharpen the saw. The entire LBNE community practices the
habits inside and outside of the school. On many occasions, parents express how their children relate the seven habits to their home life and
are stirred to practice the habits themselves.
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Self Assessment
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Introduction
AdvancED's Self Assessment (SA) diagnostic is based on the AdvancED Standards of Quality, which serves as the foundation of the
accreditation and continuous improvement process. The SA is a valuable tool for collaboratively engaging staff members and stakeholders in
purposeful, honest dialogue and reflection to assess the institution's adherence to the Standards, and guide its continuous improvement
efforts. The SA includes the institution's self-ratings of and the evidence cited for each of the indicators, comments that explain the indicator's
ratings and an overall narrative for each Standard. The results of the SA are reviewed by the External Review Team as one essential
component of the preparation process for the institution's External Review.
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Standard 1: Purpose and Direction
The school maintains and communicates a purpose and direction that commit to high expectations for learning as well as shared values and
beliefs about teaching and learning.
Overall Rating: 3.0
Indicator
1.1

Statement or Question
The school engages in a
systematic, inclusive, and
comprehensive process to
review, revise, and communicate
a school purpose for student
success.

Response
The school's process for review,
revision, and communication of the
purpose statement is documented. The
process is formalized and implemented
on a regular schedule. The process
includes participation by representatives
from all stakeholder groups. The
purpose statement focuses on student
success.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Examples of
communications to
stakeholders about the
school's purpose (i.e.
website, newsletters,
annual report, student
handbook)
•Communication plan to
stakeholders regarding the
school's purpose
•Minutes from meetings
related to development of
the school's purpose
•Documentation or
description of the process
for creating the school's
purpose including the role
of stakeholders
•Purpose statements past and present
•Lighthouse Team meeting
minutes, summer planning
with grade level teams,
administrative meeting
minutes, iLEAD display,
school and classroom
mission statements,
school vision statement
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1.2

Indicator
1.3

Statement or Question
The school's leadership and staff
commit to a culture that is based
on shared values and beliefs
about teaching and learning and
supports challenging, equitable
educational programs and
learning experiences for all
students that include
achievement of learning, thinking,
and life skills.

Statement or Question
The school's leadership
implements a continuous
improvement process that
provides clear direction for
improving conditions that support
student learning.

Response
Commitment to shared values and
beliefs about teaching and learning is
evident in documentation and decision
making. This commitment is regularly
reflected in communication among
leaders and staff. Challenging
educational programs and equitable
learning experiences are implemented
so that all students achieve learning,
thinking, and life skills necessary for
success. Evidence indicates a
commitment to instructional practices
that include active student engagement,
a focus on depth of understanding, and
the application of knowledge and skills.
School leadership and staff share high
expectations for professional practice.

Evidence
•Agendas and/or minutes
that reference a
commitment to the
components of the
school's statement of
purpose

Response
School leaders implement a
documented, systematic continuous
improvement process for improving
student learning and the conditions that
support learning. All stakeholder groups
are engaged in the process. School
personnel maintain a profile with current
and comprehensive data on student and
school performance. The profile contains
analyses of data used to identify goals
for the improvement of achievement and
instruction that are aligned with the
school's purpose. Improvement goals
have measurable performance targets.
The process includes action planning
that identifies measurable objectives,
strategies, activities, resources, and
timelines for achieving improvement
goals. School leaders hold all school
personnel accountable for and evaluate
the overall quality of the implementation
of all interventions and strategies. The
process is reviewed and evaluated.
Documentation that the process yields
improved student achievement and
instruction is available and
communicated to stakeholders.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•The school's statement of
purpose
•ACE information
documents, AVID Site
Team agendas,
Leadership Day agenda,
service learning project
plans, AVID training
documents, Leader in Me
training, BEST brochure,
meeting minutes, ALERT
lesson plans, lesson plans
showing ACE projects and
AVID strategies,
leadership surveys,

Rating
Level 3

•The school data profile
•Agenda, minutes from
continuous improvement
planning meetings
•Communication plan and
artifacts that show twoway communication to
staff and stakeholders
•The school continuous
improvement plan
•Surveys, Data, RTI
progress monitoring,
Agendas and minutes from
Lighthouse Meetings,
Agendas and minutes from
SIC, PTO, RTI Team;
Emails to faculty, staff,
SIC, PTO; School
Improvement Plan,
Professional Development
Plan and Calendar

Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

An area of strength that we have identified is our shared leadership model. At Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary, we believe that every child can
learn and lead. Our Lighthouse Team consists of one person from each grade level and team in the school. They, along with our PTO and
SIC, have created our vision statement, "Building college and career ready learners and leaders to better serve our world for today and
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tomorrow." Each year these teams collaborate to review our vision and mission statement, "Learning to lead, leading to learn betters myself,
home, school, and world." Students recite the mission statement each day as our News Team leads. This type of shared leadership has
allowed us to gain input from each member of our faculty and staff on our mission and vision. Valuing each person's voice empowers them
and gives staff members ownership. Each classroom creates their own mission statement and each student creates one as well. Students
translate our mission statement into meaningful practice by participating in various leadership opportunities so that all students experience
success. Our iLead scoreboard tracks student progress of school-wide goals. The continuous flow of the model leads to individual student
leadership throughout the school which fulfills our mission statement ultimately contributing to our vision of students being college and career
ready. Our talented and gifted program (ALERT), Academy for Civic Education (ACE), Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID),
and Behavior Education and Support Training (BEST) provide challenging and equitable educational programs for students and school
community. Professional development opportunities and resources are abundant throughout our school and district.

In order to sustain our areas of strength we will continue to review our purpose through various stakeholder meetings and observations. Our
Lighthouse Team guides decision-making. Our Parent Town Hall meetings include a panel of stakeholders, including parents, students,
teachers, administrators, and community members. The topics of these meetings are initiated by parents and meetings are held quarterly.
We have offered and will continue to provide childcare at special events so that more parents and families can be involved. Professional
development opportunities will continue to be assessed through surveys and feedback to best meet the needs of faculty and staff. Open
communication with district personnel and stakeholders will allow more opportunities for engagement in the teaching and learning process by
inviting them to collaborate to plan meetings, trainings and to work with students. Communication with faculty and staff will continue through
weekly faculty meetings, emails, classroom visits, and our open door policy. Continued tracking of students' goals will be done in classrooms
and in hallways around the school.

An area in need of improvement is action plans that identify measurable objectives, strategies, and timelines must be implemented with
fidelity. School leaders must evaluate and review the process regularly to ensure high expectations of teaching and learning are consistently
maintained by all staff and that staff hold each other accountable. In order to maintain and ensure continuous improvement, a systematic
collection of documentation should be reviewed and provided to all stakeholders so that student achievement is at the core of LBNE.

One action to improve the area of need is that we are piloting a behavior intervention system (BEST) that will lead us in analyzing data to
improve teaching and learning. Our Behavior Advocacy Team (BAT) will review data and lead teams in improving overall student behavior.
We will begin regular meetings of vertical planning to allow grade levels to share strengths and areas of improvement from grade to grade.
Surveys will provide feedback from staff and quarterly data meetings will be held to review data with teachers. Student data notebooks will be
implemented with more fidelity in all classrooms next year and teachers will be trained and held accountable for all students having data
notebooks. Grade level planning and collaboration will be held in our Reading Coach's room to provide time for teachers to share ideas for
student improvement. Another action that we will take to identify measurable objectives, strategies and timelines is that we will reassemble a
Data Team to monitor growth and ensure overall student success. They will oversee the tracking of students' progress through school wide
goals and celebrations. We will reach out to district personnel to help with this process.
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Standard 2: Governance and Leadership
The school operates under governance and leadership that promote and support student performance and school effectiveness.
Overall Rating: 3.33
Indicator
2.1

Statement or Question
The governing body establishes
policies and supports practices
that ensure effective
administration of the school.

Response
Policies and practices clearly and
directly support the school's purpose and
direction and the effective operation of
the school. Policies and practices
require and have mechanisms in place
for monitoring effective instruction and
assessment that produce equitable and
challenging learning experiences for all
students. There are policies and
practices requiring and giving direction
for professional growth of all staff.
Policies and practices provide clear
requirements, direction for, and
oversight of fiscal management.

Evidence
•Student handbooks

Rating
Level 4

•Governing body policies,
procedures, and practices
•Staff handbooks
•Communications to
stakeholder about policy
revisions
•School handbooks
•School board policies
online, staff and student
handbooks, updates given
at Key Leaders and
Faculty Advisory
Committee, school board
meetings open to public,
recorded and placed on
district website, air on local
cable channel
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Indicator
2.2

Statement or Question
The governing body operates
responsibly and functions
effectively.

Response
The governing body has implemented a
process to evaluate its decisions and
actions to ensure they are in accordance
with defined roles and responsibilities, a
formally adopted code of ethics, and free
of conflict of interest. Governing body
members are required to participate in a
systematic, formal professional
development process regarding the roles
and responsibilities of the governing
body and its individual members. The
professional development curriculum
also includes conflict resolution,
decision-making, supervision and
evaluation, and fiscal responsibility.
Members comply with all policies,
procedures, laws, and regulations and
function as a cohesive unit for the
benefit of student learning.

Evidence
•Governing body minutes
relating to training

Rating
Level 4

•Communication plan to
inform all staff on code of
ethics, responsibilities,
conflict of interest
•List of assigned staff for
compliance
•Proof of legal counsel
•Assurances, certifications
•Governing body training
plan
•Findings of internal and
external reviews of
compliance with laws,
regulations, and policies
•Communications about
program regulations
•Historical compliance
data
•Governing body policies
on roles and
responsibilities, conflict of
interest
•Governing code of ethics
•Open meetings, minutes
available, R2TV airs
meetings, code of ethics,
board policies.
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Indicator
2.3

Statement or Question
The governing body ensures that
the school leadership has the
autonomy to meet goals for
achievement and instruction and
to manage day-to-day operations
effectively.

Response
The governing body protects, supports,
and respects the autonomy of school
leadership to accomplish goals for
improvement in student learning and
instruction and to manage day-to-day
operations of the school. The governing
body maintains a distinction between its
roles and responsibilities and those of
school leadership.

Evidence
Rating
•Roles and responsibilities Level 3
of school leadership
•School improvement plan
developed by the school
•Stakeholder input and
feedback
•Maintenance of
consistent academic
oversight, planning, and
resource allocation
•Communications
regarding board actions
•Survey results regarding
functions of the governing
body
•Agendas and minutes of
meetings
•School Improvement
Council, School
improvement plan,
Lighthouse Committee
Meeting Minutes,
purchase of materials and
resources, BEST
minutes/resources, BAT
data/minutes, BST data/
minutes, SIT data/minutes,
PowerSchool data

Indicator
2.4

Statement or Question
Leadership and staff foster a
culture consistent with the
school's purpose and direction.

Response
Leaders and staff align their decisions
and actions toward continuous
improvement to achieve the school's
purpose. They expect all students to be
held to high standards in all courses of
study. All leaders and staff are
collectively accountable for student
learning. School leaders support
innovation, collaboration, shared
leadership, and professional growth. The
culture is characterized by collaboration
and a sense of community.

Evidence
Rating
•Examples of collaboration Level 3
and shared leadership
•Survey results
•Examples of decisions
aligned with the school's
statement of purpose
•Examples of decisions in
support of the school's
continuous improvement
plan
•PTO, SIC, Lighthouse
Team, vision statement,
Leader in Me, assessment
data, SIT, faculty
meetings, Peer Mentors,
Girls in Pearls, Check
In/Check Out
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Indicator
2.5

Statement or Question
Leadership engages stakeholders
effectively in support of the
school's purpose and direction.

Response
Leaders communicate effectively with
appropriate and varied representatives
from stakeholder groups, provide
opportunities for stakeholders to shape
decisions, solicit feedback and respond
to stakeholders, work collaboratively on
school improvement efforts, and provide
and support meaningful leadership roles
for stakeholders. School leaders' efforts
result in measurable, active stakeholder
participation; engagement in the school;
a sense of community; and ownership.

Evidence
•Minutes from meetings
with stakeholders

Rating
Level 3

•Copies of surveys or
screen shots from online
surveys
•Survey responses
•Involvement of
stakeholders in a school
improvement plan
•Communication plan
•Minutes from SIC, PTO,
Lighthouse Team, SIT,
Faculty meetings,
parent/teacher/staff
surveys

Indicator
2.6

Statement or Question
Leadership and staff supervision
and evaluation processes result
in improved professional practice
and student success.

Response
The focus of the criteria and processes
of supervision and evaluation is
improving professional practice and
improving student success. Supervision
and evaluation processes are regularly
implemented. The results of the
supervision and evaluation processes
are used to monitor and effectively
adjust professional practice and improve
student learning.

Evidence
Rating
•Examples of professional Level 3
development offerings and
plans tied specifically to
the results from
supervision and evaluation
•Governing body policy on
supervision and evaluation
•Supervision and
evaluation documents with
criteria for improving
professional practice and
student success noted
•Job specific criteria
•Representative
supervision and evaluation
reports
•ELEOT, Book studies, LLI
training, RTI, BEST,
district funding, district
personnel, reading coach,
curriculum planning,
EasyCBM data, progress
monitoring, cognizant of
assessments and respond
accordingly, faculty
handbook outlines
policies, district intranet
and board policies are
available on-line

Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

An area of strength in Richland School District Two is that the School Board uses a variety of methods to promote and support student
performance and school effectiveness. School Board policies and procedures are available on-line as well as at each school location for
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parents, teachers, staff and students. The School Board meetings are open to the public and well attended by district staff, administrators,
teachers, parents, and community members. Their meetings are also recorded and televised on the district's dedicated television channel,
R2TV. The Board performs their duties both ethically and responsibly. They are very supportive of our schools, faculty, staff, and students
and celebrate our accomplishments at every meeting. School leadership offers leadership opportunities throughout the school with faculty,
staff and students by identifying and assessing needs, equipping them with skills and selecting leaders for each situation. For example, our
LIghthouse Team is comprised of teachers selected to represent their grade levels and all areas of the school. Non-certified staff also has
the opportunity to participate. This includes custodians, teaching assistants, office staff, etc. The Lighthouse Team then makes school-wide
decisions regarding areas of improvement and sustainability with all stakeholder input provided. Administrators, teachers, parents,
community members hold students accountable for academic achievement, personal goals, and overall good citizenship through the use of
the 7 Habits.

An action to sustain areas of strength is the Richland Two Board of Trustees will continue to make meetings and policies open and available
to all stakeholders. They will also continue to be open and responsive to district's needs, especially as our district continues to grow. School
leaders will continue to use data to drive student instruction. By building on teachers, staff, students, and community members strengths,
we will create additional leadership opportunities and encourage personal and professional growth. Service learning is a focus of our magnet
program and extends school-wide. Professional development sessions equip teachers with the knowledge of guiding student-led projects
that incorporate giving back (service) while learning standards, skills, and other life lessons. An example of this is our 5th graders making
bracelets and selling them to raise money for a brick at the 911 Memorial. Teaching students to develop goals based on current data will
enable them to experience measurable academic and personal success. Beginning each day with our school mission statement, "Learning
to lead, leading to learn, betters myself, home, school and world."

An area in need of improvement is that as our district continues to grow, the needs of our students and families continue to grow. It is
important for our School Board to remain knowledgeable of the needs in our district so they are able to support and provide the necessary
resources for school leaders to meet these needs. Our schools vary in the level of support and resources needed; therefore, the individual
needs of the school must continue to be analyzed to implement a more needs-based approach. School leadership identified the need to
provide behavioral support for our school community. Our data showed an increase in the amount of discipline referrals for classroom
disruptions. This hinders student achievement as students are a distraction to other students and then are removed from class. Most
recently our school was able to pilot the Behavioral Education Support Team program with full Board support. This program has had a
significant impact as we have seen a decrease in office referrals, suspensions and SIT referrals and an increase in the need to personalize
support for individual students. The same must be true of hiring certified teachers and teaching assistants to assist students with academic
needs. As the district looks at numbers of students and personnel needs, they should continue to factor in other indicators of student
success, such as poverty, social factors, etc.

An action to improve the area of need would be for the School Board to continue to collect and analyze data to determine the level of support
needed at each school. School administration will reach out to district level administration to invite them into our schools on a regular basis
so they can see, firsthand, the needs of our students. School leaders will continue to attend School Board meetings and invite School Board
members and district personnel in for special events, celebrations, walk through observations, trainings, and other opportunities. Also,
school leaders will continue to assess faculty, staff and students' needs to determine professional development and resources needed to
improve students' success. Realizing that some behavior impedes learning in the classroom, we have created the BEST (Behavior
Education Support and Training). Faculty and staff will continue to receive training on Positive Behavioral and Culturally Responsive
Strategies to reinforce and support district and school-wide behavioral expectations. Our team will continue to meet periodically to review
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and analyze data making necessary changes and providing training and other professional development opportunities as needed.
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Standard 3: Teaching and Assessing for Learning
The school's curriculum, instructional design, and assessment practices guide and ensure teacher effectiveness and student learning.
Overall Rating: 2.92
Indicator
3.1

Statement or Question
The school's curriculum provides
equitable and challenging
learning experiences that ensure
all students have sufficient
opportunities to develop learning,
thinking, and life skills that lead to
success at the next level.

Response
Curriculum and learning experiences in
each course/class provide all students
with challenging and equitable
opportunities to develop learning skills,
thinking skills, and life skills. There is
some evidence to indicate curriculum
and learning experiences prepare
students for success at the next level.
Like courses/classes have equivalent
learning expectations. Some learning
activities are individualized for each
student in a way that supports
achievement of expectations.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Lesson plans
•Graduate follow-up
surveys
•Learning expectations for
different courses
•Posted learning
objectives
•Representative samples
of student work across
courses
•Course schedules
•Descriptions of
instructional techniques
•Lesson plans, AVID
strategies, rubrics,
syllabus, class schedules,
student surveys, field
study guides, agendas,
historical event simulations
(Ellis Island), pictures of
service learning projects,
student work samples,
grade level student
presentations, relevant
learning experiences
(Market Day, ACE
Garden)
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Indicator
3.2

Statement or Question
Curriculum, instruction, and
assessment are monitored and
adjusted systematically in
response to data from multiple
assessments of student learning
and an examination of
professional practice.

Response
Using data from student assessments
and an examination of professional
practice, school personnel monitor and
adjust curriculum, instruction, and
assessment to ensure vertical and
horizontal alignment and alignment with
the school's goals for achievement and
instruction and statement of purpose.
There is a process in place to ensure
alignment each time curriculum,
instruction, and/or assessments are
reviewed or revised. The continuous
improvement process ensures that
vertical and horizontal alignment as well
as alignment with the school's purpose
are maintained and enhanced in
curriculum, instruction, and assessment.

Evidence
•Curriculum guides

Rating
Level 3

•A description of the
systematic review process
for curriculum, instruction,
and assessment
•Common assessments
•Standards-based report
cards
•Surveys results
•Curriculum writing
process
•Products – scope and
sequence, curriculum
maps
•Lesson plans aligned to
the curriculum
•Team planning minutes,
team planning templates,
professional development
agendas, curriculum
writing, integrated
curriculum units, AVID
instructional strategies,
AVID tools, test data
results (EasyCBM, MAP,
SC Ready, DRA), admin
meetings with grade level
teams, Lighthouse Team
minutes, BEST minutes,
district website (pacing
guides, Google sites)
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Indicator
3.3

Statement or Question
Teachers engage students in
their learning through
instructional strategies that
ensure achievement of learning
expectations.

Response
Teachers plan and use instructional
strategies that require student
collaboration, self-reflection, and
development of critical thinking skills.
Teachers personalize instructional
strategies and interventions to address
individual learning needs of students
when necessary. Teachers use
instructional strategies that require
students to apply knowledge and skills,
integrate content and skills with other
disciplines, and use technologies as
instructional resources and learning
tools.

Evidence
•Teacher evaluation
criteria

Rating
Level 3

•Agenda items addressing
these strategies
•Professional development
focused on these
strategies
•Authentic assessments
•Examples of teacher use
of technology as an
instructional resource
•Examples of student use
of technology as a learning
tool
•Student work
demonstrating the
application of knowledge
•Findings from supervisor
walk-thrus and
observations
•Surveys results
•Interdisciplinary projects
•AVID conference
attendance, AVID Site
Team meetings, student
led conferences,
Differentiated Instructional
strategies, online
programs that personalize
teaching and learning
(ZEARN, Prodigy, LEXIA,
Front Row Ed.), TLC
monthly meetings, Check
In/Check Out documents,
small groups
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Indicator
3.4

Statement or Question
School leaders monitor and
support the improvement of
instructional practices of teachers
to ensure student success.

Response
School leaders formally and consistently
monitor instructional practices through
supervision and evaluation procedures
to ensure that they 1) are aligned with
the school's values and beliefs about
teaching and learning, 2) are teaching
the approved curriculum, 3) are directly
engaged with all students in the
oversight of their learning, and 4) use
content-specific standards of
professional practice.

Evidence
•Curriculum maps

Rating
Level 3

•Documentation of
collection of lesson plans
and grade books
•Supervision and
evaluation procedures
•Peer or mentoring
opportunities and
interactions
•Recognition of teachers
with regard to these
practices
•Surveys results
•Examples of
improvements to
instructional practices
resulting from the
evaluation process
•Administrative classroom
observation protocols and
logs
•ELEOT and other
observation tools, grade
level meetings, Lighthouse
Meetings, lesson plans,
individualized professional
development
opportunities, SLOs,
GBEs, P.A.R.T.Y. (Peek
At Real Teaching Y'all),
district content
newsletters, teacher
surveys
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Indicator
3.5

Statement or Question
Teachers participate in
collaborative learning
communities to improve
instruction and student learning.

Response
Some members of the school staff
participate in collaborative learning
communities that meet both informally
and formally. Collaboration occasionally
occurs across grade levels and content
areas. Staff members promote
discussion about student learning.
Learning from, using, and discussing the
results of inquiry practices such as
action research, the examination of
student work, reflection, study teams,
and peer coaching sometimes occur
among school personnel. School
personnel express belief in the value of
collaborative learning communities.

Evidence
Rating
•Examples of cross
Level 2
curricular projects,
interdisciplinary
instruction, and classroom
action research project
•Common language,
protocols and reporting
tools
•Agendas and minutes of
collaborative learning
committees
•Calendar/schedule of
learning community
meetings
•Survey results
•Peer coaching guidelines
and procedures
•Examples of
improvements to content
and instructional practice
resulting from
collaboration
•Professional development
calendar, team planning
minutes and templates,
Leader in Me common
language, P.A.R.T.Y exit
slips, BST (Behavioral
Support and Training) peer
observation tools, Google
calendar of team planning,
half-day collaborative
planning (4 times a year
per district)
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Indicator
3.6

Statement or Question
Teachers implement the school's
instructional process in support of
student learning.

Response
All teachers use an instructional process
that informs students of learning
expectations and standards of
performance. Exemplars are often
provided to guide and inform students.
The process includes multiple measures,
including formative assessments, to
inform the ongoing modification of
instruction and provide data for possible
curriculum revision. The process
provides students with specific and
timely feedback about their learning.

Evidence
•Examples of learning
expectations and
standards of performance

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Examples of
assessments that
prompted modification in
instruction
•Samples of exemplars
used to guide and inform
student learning
•Interim reports, report
cards, Parent Portal,
rubrics and checklists,
student created non-fiction
books (Bee Books), AVID
photos of exemplars,
content specific SLOs with
data, GBEs, pre- and posttests, small groups,
Leadership Notebooks,
student led conferences

Indicator
3.7

Statement or Question
Mentoring, coaching, and
induction programs support
instructional improvement
consistent with the school's
values and beliefs about teaching
and learning.

Response
School personnel are engaged in
mentoring, coaching, and induction
programs that are consistent with the
school's values and beliefs about
teaching, learning, and the conditions
that support learning. These programs
set expectations for all school personnel
and include measures of performance.

Evidence
Rating
•Records of meetings and Level 3
walk thrus/feedback
sessions
•Survey results
•Professional learning
calendar with activities for
instructional support of
new staff
•Descriptions and
schedules of mentoring,
coaching, and induction
programs with references
to school beliefs and
values about teaching and
learning
•Personnel manuals with
information related to new
hires including mentoring,
coaching, and induction
practices
•New to Two Program
description, mentors, Coke
and Conversation,
P.A.R.T.Y.s, Eleot,
Professional Development
calendar, faculty
handbook, Leader in Me
training, Jennipher's
Journal (reading coach
newsletter), Reading
Coach team meeting
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Indicator
3.8

Statement or Question
The school engages families in
meaningful ways in their
children's education and keeps
them informed of their children's
learning progress.

Response
Programs that engage families in
meaningful ways in their children's
education are designed and
implemented. School personnel regularly
inform families of their children's learning
progress.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Volunteer program with
variety of options for
participation
•List of varied activities
and communications
modes with families, e.g.,
info portal, online,
newsletters, parent
centers, academic nights,
open house, early release
days
•Calendar outlining when
and how families are
provided information on
child's progress
•Parental/family/caregiver
involvement plan including
activities, timeframes, and
evaluation process
•Buzz In photos, agendas,
Family Communication
folders, Check In/Check
Out daily logs, parent
communication logs,
volunteer logs, ACE Town
Hall, Literacy Night, AVID
Info Night, PTO meetings,
SIC meetings,
home/school
communication online
tools (Class DoJo,
Edmodo, Bloom's),
student presentations and
classroom events
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Indicator
3.9

Statement or Question
The school has a formal structure
whereby each student is well
known by at least one adult
advocate in the school who
supports that student's
educational experience.

Response
School personnel participate in a
structure that gives them long-term
interaction with individual students,
allowing them to build strong
relationships over time with the student.
All students may participate in the
structure. The structure allows the
school employee to gain insight into and
serve as an advocate for the student's
needs regarding learning skills, thinking
skills, and life skills.

Evidence
•List of students matched
to adult advocate

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Curriculum and activities
of formal adult advocate
structure
•Master schedule with time
for formal adult advocate
structure
•Description of formal
adult advocate structures
•Behavior Advocacy Team
Watch List, Student
applications to above
leadership opportunities,
mentoring list of
participants, Student
Intervention Team minutes
and agendas, Foster
Grandparent Meetings and
applications, photos of
students in action CICO
documents, RTI progress
monitoring data and
groupings

Indicator
3.10

Statement or Question
Grading and reporting are based
on clearly defined criteria that
represent the attainment of
content knowledge and skills and
are consistent across grade
levels and courses.

Response
Teachers use common grading and
reporting policies, processes, and
procedures based on clearly defined
criteria that represent each student's
attainment of content knowledge and
skills. These policies, processes, and
procedures are implemented
consistently across grade levels and
courses. Stakeholders are aware of the
policies, processes, and procedures.
The policies, processes, and procedures
are regularly evaluated.

Evidence
•Evaluation process for
grading and reporting
practices

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Sample report cards for
each grade level and for
all courses
•Sample communications
to stakeholders about
grading and reporting
•Policies, processes, and
procedures on grading and
reporting
•Rubrics, teacher
gradebooks, checklists,
retention policies, student
handbooks, open house
materials/syllabus, report
cards, common
assessments, Measures of
Academic Progress (MAP)
reports, interim and/or
progress reports
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Indicator
3.11

Statement or Question
All staff members participate in a
continuous program of
professional learning.

Response
All staff members participate in a
continuous program of professional
learning that is aligned with the school's
purpose and direction. Professional
development is based on an assessment
of needs of the school. The program
builds capacity among all professional
and support staff. The program is
systematically evaluated for
effectiveness in improving instruction,
student learning, and the conditions that
support learning.

Evidence
•Results of evaluation of
professional learning
program.

Rating
Level 3

•Evaluation tools for
professional learning
•Survey results
•Brief explanation of
alignment between
professional learning and
identified needs
•Crosswalk between
professional learning and
school purpose and
direction
•Leader in Me trainings
(on-site with consultant,
trainings, school visits,
symposiums), faculty
surveys, DRA training,
BST training, Curriculum
writing, principal emails,
collaborative planning
schedule, P.A.R.T.Y.,
professional development
calendar, Differentiated
Instruction, faculty/staff
sharing with other staff
members

Indicator
3.12

Statement or Question
The school provides and
coordinates learning support
services to meet the unique
learning needs of students.

Response
School personnel use data to identify
unique learning needs of all students at
all levels of proficiency as well as other
learning needs (such as second
languages). School personnel stay
current on research related to unique
characteristics of learning (such as
learning styles, multiple intelligences,
personality type indicators) and provide
or coordinate related learning support
services to all students.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•List of learning support
services and student
population served by such
services
•Training and professional
learning related to
research on unique
characteristics of learning
•Data used to identify
unique learning needs of
students
•MAP data used for RTI,
quarterly data meetings,
admin meeting with grade
level teachers, BST
weekly meetings, BAT
meetings, SIT meetings
and agendas, progress
monitoring, RTI updates,
lesson plans showing
differentiated instruction
and tiered classroom
instruction, school
counselor monthly
calendars and small group
meetings
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Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary School's curriculum, instructional design and assessment practices guide and ensure teacher effectiveness
and student learning.

An area of strength includes designing challenging and engaging curriculum and learning experiences that challenge students and allow
them to develop learning skills, thinking skills, and life skills that align with our purpose. Our administration provides professional
development for our teachers to learn how to design curriculum that incorporates brain-based learning strategies with an emphasis on
meaningful content, movement and mastery integrated across subject areas. We will continue to add to and revise these curriculum units
until all science and social studies units are complete. As part of our school's mission, we encourage students to learn and use Stephen
Covey's 7 Habits, which are woven throughout the curriculum units and intentionally taught by teachers during the morning meeting each
day. A team of teachers collaborated to design these lessons that will ensure all students develop these important life skills. Our 3rd-5th
grade teachers have attended AVID Summer Institute and will incorporate AVID strategies to help all students be successful through the use
of organizational strategies and engaging instructional strategies.

We will sustain our strengths by providing further professional development for teachers on curriculum design. With our high number of new
teachers, this is important to sustain what we have already begun working on and extend our veteran teachers' depth of knowledge. We will
provide extended planning time for teachers to review and better understand grade level standards and collaborate to develop new units.
The integrated units include a variety of inquiries that teachers are able to match individual learning needs of students. Most of our teachers
have attended Leader in Me training, but we will need to ensure that our new teachers and staff are trained and able to apply the 7 habits
framework effectively with students to positively impact student achievement. We will use our Leader in Me consultant to collaborate with
new staff and allow them to observe Leadership Days at other Leader In Me schools to observe how this program is successfully
implemented. While AVID is focused on 3rd through 5th grades, we will include AVID techniques in our faculty meetings so that all teachers
are aware of and able to incorporate them in their classrooms. This purposeful addition will prepare our students for success at the next level
and provide equitable opportunities for all students to develop learning skills, thinking skills, and life skills.

Two areas of need have been identified by our administration, faculty and staff. The school monitors and adjusts curriculum, instruction and
assessments to ensure vertical and horizontal alignment and alignment with the school's goals for achievement, instruction and statement of
purpose. However, we do not systematically use data from multiple assessments of student learning and exam our professional practices.
We must design a plan to analyze data and ensure that we are using multiple, reliable assessments to determine the needs of our students.
We also must be more reflective practitioners to be sure that our professional practices match the areas of need. Another area of need is to
improve collaboration among grade levels so that teachers systematically use state standards to drive instruction, design engaging lessons,
and create aligned assessments. Some of our grade level teams do this on a consistent basis, but all grade levels would benefit from this
type of regular collaboration.

We have developed and begun a plan to improve our areas of need by analyzing multiple math assessments, examining our math
curriculum, and providing professional development and district support from the Teaching and Learning Department as well as the
Accountability Office for teachers in this area. Our teachers have collaborated to align state standards with EngageNY curriculum to ensure
that it is challenging and engaging for students. We will continue to work collaboratively with district personnel by scheduling routine visits for
them to meet with our teachers and planning time for our administrative team to systematically monitor the outcome. Surveys and constant
communication with teachers will allow us to continue to provide professional development, assist with assessments and reflect on the
effectiveness of this program. This model of systematically using data to monitor and adjust curriculum, instruction and assessments will be
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used in other curricular areas to ensure successful alignment with all of the school's goals. In order to foster more collaboration in all grade
levels, beginning in February, each grade level will meet with our Reading Coach in her room weekly to collaborate, analyze data, design
engaging lessons and create assessments. Our administration team will attend these meetings to support teachers and teams as needed.
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Standard 4: Resources and Support Systems
The school has resources and provides services that support its purpose and direction to ensure success for all students.
Overall Rating: 3.0
Indicator
4.1

Statement or Question
Qualified professional and
support staff are sufficient in
number to fulfill their roles and
responsibilities necessary to
support the school's purpose,
direction, and the educational
program.

Response
Policies, processes, and procedures
ensure that school leaders have access
to, hire, place, and retain qualified
professional and support staff. School
leaders systematically determine the
number of personnel necessary to fill all
the roles and responsibilities necessary
to support the school purpose,
educational programs, and continuous
improvement. Sustained fiscal resources
are available to fund positions critical to
achieve the purpose and direction of the
school.

Evidence
•School budgets for the
last three years

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Policies, processes,
procedures and other
documentation related to
the hiring, placement and
retention of professional
and support staff
•Assessments of staffing
needs
•Documentation of highly
qualified staff
•Recruitment events,
Applitrac, National Board
Certified Teachers,
planning tools used in
budgeting process,
professional development
opportunities for certified
and non certified staff
(Leader in Me, BEST,
Leveled Literacy
Intervention, Fundations,
Road to Code, DIBELS,
EasyCBM), administrators
participation in district
Career Fair, collaborative
planning, reallocation of
positions based on needs,
staff participation in
interviews and hiring
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Indicator
4.2

Statement or Question
Instructional time, material
resources, and fiscal resources
are sufficient to support the
purpose and direction of the
school.

Response
Instructional time, material resources,
and fiscal resources are focused on
supporting the purpose and direction of
the school. Instructional time is protected
in policy and practice. School leaders
work to secure material and fiscal
resources to meet the needs of all
students. School leaders demonstrate
that instructional time, material
resources, and fiscal resources are
allocated so that all students have
equitable opportunities to attain
challenging learning expectations.
Efforts toward the continuous
improvement of instruction and
operations include achieving the school's
purpose and direction.

Evidence
•Examples of efforts of
school leaders to secure
necessary material and
fiscal resources

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•School schedule
•Alignment of budget with
school purpose and
direction
•School calendar
•School calendar, school
schedule, classroom
schedules, Response to
Intervention schedule,
proof of purchase of
Eureka math materials,
LLI, on-line programs,
books for classroom
libraries, alignment of
teacher and student needs
with school purpose,
teacher survey of fiscal
resource needs, end of
year teacher requests for
materials and/or
resources, AVID
resources, Leader in Me
resources, behavior
intervention resources
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Indicator
4.3

Statement or Question
The school maintains facilities,
services, and equipment to
provide a safe, clean, and healthy
environment for all students and
staff.

Response
School leaders have adopted or created
clear expectations for maintaining safety,
cleanliness, and a healthy environment
and have shared these definitions and
expectations with stakeholders. School
personnel and students are accountable
for maintaining these expectations.
Measures are in place that allow for
continuous tracking of these conditions.
Improvement plans are developed and
implemented by appropriate personnel
as necessary to improve these
conditions. Results of improvement
efforts are evaluated.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Documentation of
compliance with local and
state inspections
requirements
•Documentation of
emergency procedures
such as fire drills,
evacuation and other
emergency procedures.
•System for maintenance
requests
•Maintenance schedules
•Safety committee
responsibilities, meeting
schedules, and minutes
•Lighthouse Team
surveys, teacher requests,
maintenance work orders,
safety meeting
attendance, schedules,
and minutes, school
survey of equipment
needs, emergency
procedure manuals,
calendar of school safety
drills, district security led
professional development
with faculty
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Indicator
4.4

Statement or Question
Students and school personnel
use a range of media and
information resources to support
the school's educational
programs.

Response
Students and school personnel have
access to media and information
resources necessary to achieve the
educational programs of the school.
Qualified personnel are available to
assist students and school personnel in
learning about the tools and locations for
finding and retrieving information.

Evidence
•Budget related to media
and information resource
acquisition

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Data on media and
information resources
available to students and
staff
•Schedule of staff
availability to assist
students and school
personnel related to
finding and retrieving
information
•LBNE website with
access to online resources
(Big Universe, DISCUS,
etc.), social media, library
book purchases,
circulation records, Social
Studies Weekly, Book
Fairs, purchase of
curriculum related media
and information resources,
Connect Ed, Edmodo,
Google sites, media center
schedules, TLC monthly
meetings, Hour of Code,
Leaders in Motion related
arts schedule and lesson
plans

Indicator
4.5

Statement or Question
The technology infrastructure
supports the school's teaching,
learning, and operational needs.

Response
The technology infrastructure meets the
teaching, learning, and operational
needs of all stakeholders. School
personnel develop and administer needs
assessments and use the resulting data
to develop and implement a technology
plan to improve technology services and
infrastructure.

Evidence
•Technology plan and
budget to improve
technology services and
infrastructure

Rating
Level 3

•Assessments to inform
development of technology
plan
•Survey results
•Policies relative to
technology use
•TLC Techie Tuesday
meeting schedules and
agenda, surveys based on
district initiatives, work
orders, faculty meeting
agendas and
presentations, district
technology plan (Level Up
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Indicator
4.6

Statement or Question
The school provides support
services to meet the physical,
social, and emotional needs of
the student population being
served.

Response
School personnel implement a process
to determine the physical, social, and
emotional needs of each student in the
school. School personnel provide or
coordinate programs to meet the needs
of students as necessary. Measures of
program effectiveness are in place, and
school personnel use the data from
these measures to evaluate all
programs. Improvement plans related to
these programs are designed and
implemented when needed to more
effectively meet the needs of students.

Evidence
•Student assessment
system for identifying
student needs

Rating
Level 3

•Agreements with school
community agencies for
student-family support
•Survey results
•Schedule of family
services, e.g., parent
classes, survival skills
•Social classes and
services, e.g., bullying,
character education
•List of support services
available to students
•SIT agenda and minutes,
RTI students, school
counselor calendar, social
worker attendance plans,
small groups, Backpack
Program, Food Share,
BEST brochure, minutes
and agenda, BEST watch
list, home visits, dental van
visits, character ed
(Leader in Me) lesson
plans, partnership with
PAALs, 20 minute circle
time in classrooms (school
schedule, lesson plans,
photos, etc.)

Indicator
4.7

Statement or Question
The school provides services that
support the counseling,
assessment, referral, educational,
and career planning needs of all
students.

Response
School personnel implement a process
to determine the counseling,
assessment, referral, educational, and
career planning needs of all students.
School personnel provide or coordinate
programs necessary to meet the needs
of students whenever possible.
Measures of program effectiveness are
in place, and school personnel use the
data from these measures to evaluate all
programs. Improvement plans related to
these programs are designed and
implemented when needed to more
effectively meet the needs of students.

Evidence
•List of services available
related to counseling,
assessment, referral,
educational, and career
planning

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Budget for counseling,
assessment, referral,
educational and career
planning
•Description of IEP
process
•Description of referral
process

Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

An area of strength we have identified is the school's emphasis on a safe, clean and healthy environment for all students and staff. This is
our number one priority at LBNE. Safety is addressed in multiple ways: a safety plan reviewed at the beginning of each year; following and
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documenting emergency drills; teaching procedures and expectations, which specifies actions for safety; monitoring the facility regularly to
identify needs and submitting work orders to keep things working properly (door locks, closures, etc.). Students and staff are constantly
reminded to report unsafe or unclean issues and situations to administrators. Three full time custodians and three part-time custodians keep
our school clean at all times. Our school nurse teaches students how to properly wash hands to prevent the spread of germs, works with
local dental vans to provide free dental care to students, monitors and informs staff of widespread illnesses, and handles all injury and health
related emergencies.

Another area of strength is the wide range of media and information resources that support the school's educational programs. Our students
in grades 3-5 have one-to-one access of Chromebooks and all of our classrooms are equipped with Smart Boards. Students in Kindergarten
through second grade classrooms have , on average, six desktop computers and iPads to advance digital learning. Teachers use multiple
online, interactive programs for individual learning and full-class instructional support. Our school library provides fiction and nonfiction
literature on a flexible schedule to allow students constant access.

In order to sustain our areas of strength we will continue to keep safety as our number one priority for all students. We will continue to
regularly inspect our campus for anything not working properly, continue safety drills, and focus on healthy initiatives. A new procedure that
has recently been put in place is hourly checks of restrooms to ensure cleanliness and keep necessary items stocked. Our administrative
staff will work with our district safety officers to provide future training for all employees on how to react in emergency situations such as an
active shooter. An investigator from the Columbia Police Department will present "Personal Safety" to parents in an upcoming Town Hall
meeting. Our Lighthouse Team, comprised of administrators, general education teachers, and special education teachers, will continue to
report a "grade" to our administrative team monthly on the cleanliness of our campus including cafeteria, restrooms and classrooms.

We will continue to use media and information resources to support and enhance students' learning. Teachers will continue to bring their
classes to the media center to learn how to select books of interest, use reference materials and complete projects. Our Technology Learning
Coach (TLC) will continue to meet with teachers once each month to share new resources, and district initiatives. She also collaborates with
teachers during weekly team planning and half-day unit planning to integrate technology into science and social studies units.

An area in need of improvement is our ability to provide services that support the counseling, assessment, referral, educational and career
planning needs of all students. Some of our Tier 2 and Tier 3 systems have been newly implemented this year. Administration and staff will
take time to collect, measure and analyze data to evaluate the effectiveness of the program. Exposure to career planning for elementary
students is appropriate; however, a more structured career planning program would improve our current career readiness focus. In order to
keep up with the rapidly changing world of technology, we will need to implement more training for teachers to know how to effectively use
technology in the classroom.

Another area in need of improvement that we have identified through our ELEOT observations is to improve learners use of digital tools.
Data from ELEOT observations revealed that while our teachers are using the rich technology we have access to in Richland Two, it is not
always being used in the most effective ways. This has been very insightful to us as it caused us to look deeper into the way technology is
being used to enhance instruction and engage students. We have shared the data with teachers to make them aware of our need to improve
this area.

In order to improve our area of need, we will survey students and teachers and implement a systematic review of our programs to measure
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their effectiveness and implement new programs as needed. Our district has hired a college and career specialist to partner with our school
who will begin in January, 2017. She will collaborate with our school counselor and AVID coordinator to establish a program of events and
opportunities for future careers. Our school counselor is in the planning stages of an extensive Career Day for March, 2017. Faculty and
staff are recruiting presenters to share their career with students. This will give our students exposure to careers that they may not otherwise
be aware of. With these actions planned, our school will continuously improve in these areas identified and ultimately see our vision "To
build college and career ready learners and leaders to better serve our world today and for tomorrow" come to fruition.

In order to improve the use of digital tools by learners during and throughout instruction, our Technology Learning Coach (TLC) will share
various methods and strategies to provide teachers with knowledge to deepen their use of technology tools. Our TLC will provide
professional development opportunities with teachers during Techie Tuesdays, team collaboration, weekly faculty meetings, and modeling in
the classroom. She will review grade levels' year long plans and collaborate with teachers during curriculum writing to share ways that
teachers can incorporate these strategies into their units of instruction. Also during faculty meetings, we will begin five to ten minutes during
our faculty meetings for a "Technology Spotlight," allowing teachers who we have observed using digital tools strategically to share during
faculty meetings. Lastly, each year our principal sends a few teachers to the Technology Summit in June to learn new ways to use
technology in the classroom. We will invest in a few more teachers attendance at the Summit this year. Teachers attending the Summit will
be asked to present at our inservice in the fall to share new techniques with our faculty.
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Standard 5: Using Results for Continuous Improvement
The school implements a comprehensive assessment system that generates a range of data about student learning and school effectiveness
and uses the results to guide continuous improvement.
Overall Rating: 2.8
Indicator
5.1

Statement or Question
The school establishes and
maintains a clearly defined and
comprehensive student
assessment system.

Response
School personnel maintain and use an
assessment system that produces data
from multiple assessment measures,
including locally developed and
standardized assessments about
student learning and school
performance. The system ensures
consistent measurement across
classrooms and courses. Most
assessments, especially those related to
student learning, are proven reliable and
bias free. The system is regularly
evaluated for reliability and effectiveness
in improving instruction, student
learning, and the conditions that support
learning.

Evidence
•Documentation or
description of evaluation
tools/protocols

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Brief description of
student assessment
system including range of
data produced from
standardized and local
assessments on student
learning and school
performance
•Evidence that
assessments are reliable
and bias free
•Test data and reports:
Reading A to Z levels,
MAP, EasyCBM,
Diagnostic Reading
Assessment (DRA),
CogAt/IA, RAVENS,
common assessments,
report cards

Indicator
5.2

Statement or Question
Professional and support staff
continuously collect, analyze, and
apply learning from a range of
data sources, including
comparison and trend data about
student learning, instruction,
program evaluation, and
organizational conditions.

Response
Systematic processes and procedures
for collecting, analyzing, and applying
learning from multiple data sources are
used consistently by professional and
support staff. Data sources include
comparison and trend data that provide
a complete picture of student learning,
instruction, the effectiveness of
programs, and the conditions that
support learning. School personnel use
data to design, implement, and evaluate
continuous improvement plans to
improve student learning, instruction, the
effectiveness of programs, and
organizational conditions.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Written protocols and
procedures for data
collection and analysis
•Examples of use of data
to design, implement, and
evaluate continuous
improvement plans and
apply learning
•List of data sources
related to student learning,
instruction, program
effectiveness, and
conditions that support
learning
•Data Era 5 minutes and
agenda, school
professional development
plan, reading plan, SLOs,
test data and results,
quarterly meetings with
teachers, goal setting,
leadership notebooks,
curriculum writing, district
accountability folder
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Indicator
5.3

Statement or Question
Professional and support staff are
trained in the evaluation,
interpretation, and use of data.

Response
Most professional and support staff
members are assessed and trained in a
professional development program
related to the evaluation, interpretation,
and use of data.

Evidence
Rating
•Training materials specific Level 2
to the evaluation,
interpretation, and use of
data
•Minutes from
administrator training
meetings with grade level
teams, district coordinator,
RTI specialist and reading
coach; district level
trainings

Indicator
5.4

Statement or Question
The school engages in a
continuous process to determine
verifiable improvement in student
learning, including readiness for
and success at the next level.

Response
Policies and procedures describe a
process for analyzing data that
determine verifiable improvement in
student learning, including readiness for
and success at the next level. Results
indicate improvement, and school
personnel consistently use these results
to design, implement, and evaluate the
results of continuous improvement
action plans related to student learning,
including readiness for and success at
the next level.

Evidence
•Student surveys

Rating
Level 3

•Agendas, minutes of
meetings related to
analysis of data
•Description of process for
analyzing data to
determine verifiable
improvement in student
learning
•Examples of use of
results to evaluate
continuous improvement
action plans
•Evidence of student
readiness for the next level
•Evidence of student
growth
•Evidence of student
success at the next level
•SC PASS, SC Ready
data, DRA scores, MAP,
report cards, Leadership
Notebooks, Administration
Meeting minutes
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Indicator
5.5

Statement or Question
Leadership monitors and
communicates comprehensive
information about student
learning, conditions that support
student learning, and the
achievement of school
improvement goals to
stakeholders.

Response
Leaders monitor comprehensive
information about student learning,
conditions that support student learning,
and the achievement of school
improvement goals. Leaders regularly
communicate results using multiple
delivery methods to all stakeholder
groups.

Evidence
•Minutes of board
meetings regarding
achievement of student
learning goals

Rating
Level 3

•Communication plan
regarding student learning,
conditions that support
learning, and achievement
of school improvement
goals to stakeholders
•Survey results
•Sample communications
to stakeholders regarding
student learning,
conditions that support
learning, and achievement
of school improvement
goals
•School quality control
procedures for monitoring
information about student
learning, conditions that
support learning, and the
achievement of school
improvement goals
•Executive summaries of
student learning reports to
stakeholder groups
•BAT presentation and
surveys for Tier 1 best
practices, BEST brochure,
school website, SIC
meeting agenda, student
handbook, school report
card, school improvement
plan

Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

Areas of Strength:
An area of strength based on this school self assessment relates to leaders who monitor comprehensive information about student learning
through grade level meetings and data analysis after windows of assessments are completed. At our school, teachers are expected to
maintain "leadership binders" that track their students' achievement in all content areas. As a leadership-focused school, our students are
also expected to set goals and self-monitor personal and academic areas. Teachers meet with students to conference and discuss grades,
test scores, and other data, then help students set individual goals, develop a plan of action, and track progress in their Leadership
Notebooks. Teachers and students share this information with parents and other stakeholders periodically through student-led conferences,
team meetings, SIC, PTO, etc. This method allows them to be responsible for personal growth toward goals. Grade Level and classroom
celebrations occur as goals are reached to recognize students' growth.

In order to sustain our areas of strengths, administration and staff will continue to gather and monitor data related to student achievement
through various assessments. They will meet regularly with grade level teams, vertical alignment teams, Student Intervention Teams, and our
Lighthouse Team to evaluate and interpret data as it comes available. Teams will then design action plans based on data. We will continue
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to utilize leadership notebooks for teachers and students to monitor achievement and growth. Based on feedback from our teachers, we will
continue to create spaces and time for teams to collaborate and plan effective curriculum units and share best instructional strategies.

Areas in Need of Improvement:
One area in need of improvement for the 2016-2017 school year has been training new faculty and staff. We had a large number of teachers
leave this year due to births, family decisions, out of town relocations, and change of placement. Never before have we seen that kind of
turnover which has been a challenge in training new teachers to collect and analyze data. While some systematic processes and procedures
for collecting, analyzing and applying learning from multiple sources are in place, we recognize that a more comprehensive and consistent
system of utilizing all data may not be consistently reviewed by each team. Understanding the data and knowing how to use it is a continual
challenge that must be addressed in order to increase student achievement. The process for analyzing data which guides decisions and
procedures to improve learning and preparedness for success at the next level needs needs clarity, definition and implemented with fidelity to
ensure continuous improvement.

Actions to Improve Areas of Need:
One action we will take in order to improve the area of need is to plan for professional development opportunities related to data analysis and
using data to guide instruction. Over the summer, our staff will engage in a book study on analyzing data to prepare for next year. During
inservice prior to the start of the new school year, we will invite district personnel to train our new teachers to analyze, interpret and use data
effectively and consistently. We have a large amount of data available and it can be difficult to triangulate the data and know how to plan
according to the needs of our students. Our administrative team will plan time into next year's school calendar for teams and individuals to
specifically discuss data as we receive it and ensure a consistent system of planning accordingly. Administrators will continue to meet with
district personnel to identify needs and plan further professional development for teachers. Based on this year's data, we have begun the
process by meeting with our reading coach and district coordinators to model, coach, and train teachers how to use guided reading to
increase reading comprehension. Meeting the specific needs of teachers can be difficult, therefore, we will use surveys to continue to
monitor the needs of our staff and work towards helping them grow professionally in this area. Our school district works collaboratively with
schools to develop a professional development plan based on a variety of data points. District personnel meet at the beginning, middle, and
end of the school year to plan and implement ongoing professional development based on data and feedback from teachers. Richland Two
curriculum specialists visit schools periodically throughout the school year to provide support and ongoing professional development tailored
to specific goals. They work with specific grade level teams to develop curriculum and instructional strategies based on student needs. This
strategic implementation of the use of data to drive instruction will ultimately lead to increased student achievement.
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Report Summary

Scores By Section
Section Score
1

2

3

Standard 1: Purpose and Direction

4

3

Standard 2: Governance and Leadership

3.33

Standard 3: Teaching and Assessing for
Learning

2.92

Standard 4: Resources and Support
Systems

3

Standard 5: Using Results for Continuous
Improvement

2.8

Sections
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Stakeholder Feedback Diagnostic
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Introduction
The Stakeholder Feedback Diagnostic is designed to analyze the institution's survey results in terms of areas of achievement and areas that
need improvement. Further, the diagnostic is essential to the accreditation and continuous improvement processes in that it provides the
institution with a comprehensive view of the aggregate scores of the surveys administered, and the actual total of respondents for each
survey type to derive a single score for this diagnostic. The performance level score computed at the completion of the diagnostic is used to
broaden and enhance the external review team's understanding of the stakeholder's perceptions of the institution; the diagnostic should be
used in the same manner by the institution as it engages in improvement planning.
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Stakeholder Feedback Data

Label
1.

Assurance
Did you complete the Stakeholder Feedback
Data document offline and upload below?

Response
Yes

Comment
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Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

Overall Rating: 4.0

1.

Statement or Question
Questionnaire Administration

Response
Rating
All required AdvancED questionnaires were
Level 4
used by the institution to receive stakeholder
feedback. The minimum response rate for each
population was met (parent questionnaire:
equal to or greater than 20%, student
questionnaire(s): equal to or greater than 40%,
staff questionnaire: equal to or greater than
60%). Questionnaires were administered with
complete fidelity to the appropriate
administrative procedures. In every instance,
the stakeholders to whom these questionnaires
were administered fully represented the
populations served by the institution.
Appropriate accommodations were provided as
necessary for all participants.

2.

Statement or Question
Stakeholder Feedback Results and Analysis

Response
Rating
Two or more of the stakeholder questionnaires Level 4
had average item values of 4.30 or higher (on a
5.0 scale). All questionnaires had an average
item value of 3.20 or above (on a 5.0 scale).
Results of stakeholder feedback collected by
the institution were well analyzed and clearly
presented.
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Areas of Notable Achievement

Which area(s) indicate the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval?

Lonnie B. Nelson's overall highest level of satisfaction was in the area of Resources and Support Systems. Parents feel that there are a
sufficient number of professional and support staff to fulfill roles and responsibilities necessary to support the school's purpose, direction and
educational program, and 97% of the staff responded that the school provides qualified staff members to support student learning. Also at
LBNE, stakeholders indicate a high level of satisfaction in the area of Purpose and Direction. Ninety seven percent of students believe that
teachers want them to do their best work. Ninety three percent of students believe that faculty and staff want every student to learn and 93%
of staff believes that the purpose statement is clearly focused on student success.

Which area(s) show a trend toward increasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval?

This survey provides only baseline data for stakeholder feedback. Past survey results are not available and were not compared for the
purpose of this report.

Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other stakeholder feedback sources?

Results of the 2015-2106 South Carolina Department of Education school climate surveys show consistent themes. School climate surveys
show that 97% of parents and 92% of students are satisfied with the learning environment at Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary. Students feel
their teachers want them to learn.
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Areas in Need of Improvement

Which area(s) indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval?

Parents want all staff members to monitor and report the achievement of school goals.

Staff members showed the lowest satisfaction in collaboration and meeting both informally and formally across grade levels.

Students state that they would like to be asked about the school.

Which area(s) show a trend toward decreasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval?

This survey provides only baseline data for stakeholder feedback. Past survey results are not available and were not compared for the
purpose of this report.

What are the implications for these stakeholder perceptions?

Our school needs to have more clear and ongoing communication regarding assessment for parent information. For teachers, the
professional development plan will be continually reviewed for content and collaborative purposes. The Coaches Corner is utilized for team
planning. Students are surveyed already in sample sizes, and will be more inclusive of all children in future surveys.

Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other stakeholder feedback sources?

Results of the 2015-2106 South Carolina Department of Education school climate surveys … 20% teachers feel that administrators need to
arrange for more collaborative planning. No other survey data is consistent with with the reported findings.
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Report Summary

Scores By Section
Section Score
1

2

Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

3

4

4

Sections
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Student Performance Diagnostic
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Introduction
The Student Performance Diagnostic provides an institution with a process to report summative student assessments. This diagnostic is
significant to the accreditation and continuous improvement process as it serves as a resource for schools to view content area assessment
results required by the state, district, or other entities, determine the quality and reliability of the given assessments, and show the alignment
of the assessments to the school's curriculum. The performance level computed at the completion of the diagnostic is used by the external
review team as a comprehensive report to understand fully the institution's assessment program; the diagnostic should be used in the same
manner by the institution as it engages in improvement planning.
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Student Performance Data

Label
1.

Assurance
Did you complete the Student Performance
Data document offline and upload below?

Response
Yes

Comment
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Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

Overall Rating: 3.75

1.

Statement or Question
Assessment Quality

Response
Rating
The array of assessment devices used by the
Level 4
institution to determine students' performances
is sufficiently aligned so that valid inferences
can be reached regarding students' status with
respect to the entire set of curricular aims
regarded as high-priority, “must accomplish,”
instructional targets. The documentation
provided in support of this alignment is
persuasive. All of the assessments used are
accompanied by evidence demonstrating that
they satisfy accepted technical requirements
such as validity, reliability, absence of bias, and
instructional sensitivity.

2.

Statement or Question
Test Administration

Response
Rating
All the assessments used by the institution to
Level 4
determine students' performances, whether
externally acquired or internally developed,
have been administered with complete fidelity
to the administrative procedures appropriate for
each assessment. In every instance, the
students to whom these assessments were
administered are accurately representative of
the students served by the institution.
Appropriate accommodations have been
provided for all assessments so that valid
inferences can be made about all students'
status with respect to all of the institution's
targeted curricular outcomes.

3.

Statement or Question
Quality of Learning

Response
Evidence of student learning promoted by the
institution is well analyzed and clearly
presented. In comparison to institutions
functioning in a similar educational context,
students' status, improvement, and/or growth
evidence indicates that the level of student
learning is substantially greater than what
would otherwise be expected.

4.

Statement or Question
Equity of Learning

Response
Rating
Evidence of student learning indicates
Level 3
achievement gaps exist among subpopulations
of students, and these achievement gaps have
noticeably declined.
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Areas of Notable Achievement

Which area(s) are above the expected levels of performance?

5th grade MAP reading scores showed overall strengths in all strands. SCReady ELA scores in 5th grade (52.2% students scored above
50%ile and 48.9% scored met or exceeded) and SCReady Math for grade 3 (53.2% met or exceeded) which is above state average.
SCPASS scores overall in Social Studies higher than district, especially in 4th grade. Our Magnet Program was 2nd highest performing
magnet in science and social studies in our district.

Describe the area(s) that show a positive trend in performance.

1st grade DIBELS (51/1% Fall to 75.3% Spring) and DRA scores over a 3 year period (2014: 78.1%, 2015:79.7%, and 2016: 80.6%)
reflected positive trends of improvement. Girls had a postiive 3 year trend in math and in reading, as well as students qualfiying for free and
reduced lunch had a positive 3 year growth trend in reading.

Which area(s) indicate the overall highest performance?

Overall highest performance school wide is in social studies (% showed strength over district strength), and in 5th grade MAP and SCReady
math and reading (scores listed above).

Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward increasing performance?

Our African-American students and those who qualify for free/reduced lunch are showing a trend toward increasing performance in both
reading and math in MAP Fall- Spring Target Growth.

Between which subgroups is the achievement gap closing?

The gap is closing in Math between African-American and White students, as well as boys and girls during a 3 year trend.

Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data sources?

All findings are consistent with data from other sources
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Areas in Need of Improvement

Which area(s) are below the expected levels of performance?

4th grade SCReady ELA (35.2% LBNE and 42% state) and Math (36.3% and state 45%) of students who met or exceeded expectations

Describe the area(s) that show a negative trend in performance.

4th grade reflected overall weakest areas: (SCReady, MAP, and SCPASS) in Math, ELA and Science.

Which area(s) indicate the overall lowest performance?

SCReady Math showed lowest performance (44.1%) of percent met, compared to the district (49.4%). 4th grade Science on SCPASS (56%
LBNE to 62% District) and 5th grade Science on SCPASS (66% LBNE to 68% District).

Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward decreasing performance?

A trend in decreasing performance is noted for MAP math with White (41.5% to 35.2%), Other (46.7% to 22%), and Hispanic (from 50% to
33%) students.

Between which subgroups is the achievement gap becoming greater?

Students who identify as Other in math from 46.7 to 22% as opposed to African-American and White students whose % met or exceeded is
within 1% of another)

Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data sources?

All findings are consistent with data from other sources.
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Report Summary

Scores By Section
Section Score
1

2

Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

3

4

3.75

Sections
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AdvancED Assurances
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Introduction
AdvancED Policies and Procedures outline certain requirements that all institutions must meet in order to be in compliance. Institutions are
required to verify whether or not they meet these requirements by answering a series of questions and in some cases, attaching evidence for
review.

By responding to the questions in ASSIST and attaching evidence when required, the institution has verified whether it meets or does not
meet each of the Assurances for Accreditation.
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AdvancED Assurances

Label
1.

Assurance
The institution has read, understands, and
complies with the AdvancED Policies and
Procedures.

Response
Yes

Comment

Attachment

Label
2.

Assurance
Response
The institution has reported all substantive
Yes
changes in the institution that affect the scope
and/or have an impact on the institution's ability
to meet the AdvancED standards and policies.
Such changes include, but are not limited to:
- Restructuring (merging, opening, or closing) of
the institution or institution(s) within its
jurisdiction
- Mission and purpose of the institution
- Governance structure of the institution,
including changing to a charter school/school
system, being the subject of a state takeover, or
a change in ownership
- Grade levels served by the institution
- Staffing, including administrative and other
non-teaching professionals personnel
- Available facilities, including upkeep and
maintenance
- Level of funding
- School day or school year
- Establishment of an additional location
geographically apart from the main campus
- Student population that causes program or
staffing modification(s)
- Available programs, including fine arts,
practical arts and student activities

Comment

Attachment

Label
3.

Assurance
Response
The institution implements a written security
Yes
and crisis management plan which includes
emergency evacuation procedures and
appropriate training for stakeholders. Attach the
security and crisis management plan. (optional)

Comment

Attachment

Label
4.

Assurance
Response
The institution monitors all financial transactions Yes
through a recognized, regularly audited
accounting system.

Comment

Attachment

Label
5.

Assurance
Response
The institution engages in a continuous
Yes
improvement process and implements an
improvement plan. Attach the improvement plan
if the plan is not located in AdvancED's
Adaptive System of School Improvement
Support Tools (ASSIST).

Comment

Attachment
LBNE School
Improvement Plan
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Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary
Stakeholder Feedback Data Document
Survey Administration

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary School administered parent, student, and certified staff
stakeholder feedback surveys with fidelity in regards to administration procedures using the
AdvancED® ASSIST™ platform. This was the first administration of the AdvancED® stakeholder
feedback surveys in our school system. Therefore, there is no comparison data to previous
survey administrations. However, our school has additional survey data from other sources that
will support us in analyzing comparison data. Surveys were administered online using the link
provided for each of the surveys. Paper copies of the parent, student, and certified staff surveys
were provided in multiple languages. The responses from the paper surveys were then entered
into the online surveys by school staff. Parents were encouraged to participate in the surveys
through a variety of means including several social media platforms, phone calls, and emails.
Parents were also provided opportunities to participate in the survey by using the computers at
the school. Students used their devices to complete the surveys at school where they had
assistance in accessing the survey. All certified staff members were encouraged to participate.
The required response rates for parents, students, and certified staff were met for Lonnie B.
Nelson Elementary School.

Stakeholder Feedback Results and Analysis
All stakeholder survey results were reviewed, disaggregated, and analyzed to look for high and
low responses. The high/low responses were used in deciding upon the areas of notable
achievement and areas in need of improvement. The district and school leaders are currently
using the results from stakeholder surveys as part of the continuous improvement process.
The stakeholder surveys administered were based on a 5-point scale. Results were ranked
based on average score to determine the highest and lowest level of satisfaction from
stakeholders. The tables below show the indicator ratings compiled on student, parent, and
certified staff surveys.

Areas of Notable Achievement
Which areas indicate the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval?
Lonnie B. Nelson’s overall highest level of satisfaction was in the area of Resources and Support
Systems. Parents feel that there are a sufficient number of professional and support staff to fulfill roles
and responsibilities necessary to support the school’s purpose, direction and educational program, and
97% of the staff responded that the school provides qualified staff members to support student
learning. Also at LBNE, stakeholders indicate a high level of satisfaction in the area of Purpose and

Direction.
Ninety seven percent of students believe that teachers want them to do their best
work. Ninety three percent of students believe that faculty and staff want every student to learn and
93% of staff believes that the purpose statement is clearly focused on student success.

Which areas show a trend toward increasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval?
This survey provides only baseline data for stakeholder feedback. Past survey results are not
available and were not compared for the purpose of this report.
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other
stakeholder feedback sources?
Results of the 2015-2106 South Carolina Department of Education school climate surveys show
consistent themes. School climate surveys show that 97% of parents and 92% of students are
satisfied with the learning environment at Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary. Students feel their
teachers want them to learn.

Areas in Need of Improvement

Which areas indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval?
Parents want all staff members to monitor and report the achievement of school goals.
Staff members showed the lowest satisfaction in collaboration and meeting both informally and
formally across grade levels.
Students state that they would like to be asked about the school.
Which areas show a trend toward decreasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval?
This survey provides only baseline data for stakeholder feedback. Past survey results are not
available and were not compared for the purpose of this report.
What are the implications for these stakeholder perceptions?
Our school needs to have more clear and ongoing communication regarding assessment for
parent information. For teachers, the professional development plan will be continually
reviewed for content and collaborative purposes. The Coaches Corner is utilized for team
planning. Students are surveyed already in sample sizes, and will be more inclusive of all
children in future surveys.

Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other
stakeholder feedback sources?
Results of the 2015-2106 South Carolina Department of Education school climate surveys …
20% teachers feel that administrators need to arrange for more collaborative planning. No
other survey data is consistent with with the reported findings.

Additional Data and Analysis
Parent survey:

Teacher survey:

Student survey:

School Report Card Survey:

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary
Student Performance Data Document

Brief summary of the data your institution uses for decision-making.
Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary uses the standardized assessments mandated by the state of
South Carolina in compliance with state and federal regulations to inform instruction and
evaluate program effectiveness. These assessments include the following:
The South Carolina College-and Career-Ready Assessments (SC READY) are statewide
assessments in English language arts (ELA) and mathematics that will meet all of the
requirements of Acts 155 and 200, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA), and the Assessments Peer
Review guidance. All students in grades 3–8 are required to take the SC READY except those
who qualify for the South Carolina National Center and State Collaborative (SC-NCSC).
The South Carolina Palmetto Assessment of State Standards (SCPASS) is a statewide science and
social studies assessment administered to students in grades 4-8. All students in these grade
levels are required to take the SCPASS except those who qualify for the South Carolina
Alternate Assessment (SC-Alt).
The End of Course Examination Program (EOCEP) is a statewide assessment program of end of
course tests for gateway courses awarded units of credit in English/language arts (English I),
mathematics (Algebra I), science (Biology I), and social studies(United States History and the
Constitution). EOCEP examination scores count 20 percent in the calculation of the student’s
final grade in gateway courses.
The district also uses NWEA’s Measure of Academic Progress (MAP) as a formative assessment
to guide instruction. Richland Two administers the MAP reading and mathematics tests in
grades 2-8. Several schools also administer the MAP for Primary Grades (MAP) to kindergarten
students. The MAP tests are computer adaptive assessments that are given in the fall and again
in the spring to monitor student progress and inform instruction.

Summary of student performance at your institution.
Provide documentation or a brief description about how results from your assessments prove
that:
1) The assessments you use are aligned to your curriculum.
Our school utilizes state and district assessments that are aligned to the curriculum. Our
curriculum is based on state standards which is assessed annually via SCReady as a grade level
benchmark. MAP is used to measure growth data for students based on the learning
continuum.
2) All instruction is based on high priority curricular needs.
All instruction is based on high priority curricular needs, including assessed areas, such as
reading, ELA, writing, math, science and social studies.
Areas of Notable Achievement
1. Which area(s) are above the expected levels of performance?
5th grade MAP reading scores showed overall strengths in all strands. SCReady ELA scores in
5th grade (52.2% students scored above 50%ile and 48.9% scored met or exceeded) and
SCReady Math for grade 3 (53.2% met or exceeded) which is above state average. SCPASS
scores overall in Social Studies higher than district, especially in 4th grade. Our Magnet Program
was 2nd highest performing magnet in science and social studies in our district.
2. Describe the area(s) that show a positive trend in performance.
1st grade DIBELS (51/1% Fall to 75.3% Spring) and DRA scores over a 3 year period (2014:
78.1%, 2015:79.7%, and 2016: 80.6%) reflected positive trends of improvement. Girls had a
postiive 3 year trend in math and in reading, as well as students qualfiying for free and reduced
lunch had a positive 3 year growth trend in reading.
3. Which area(s) indicate the overall highest performance?
Overall highest performance school wide is in social studies (% showed strength over district
strength), and in 5th grade MAP and SCReady math and reading (scores listed above).
4. Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward increasing performance?
Our African-American students and those who qualify for free/reduced lunch are showing a
trend toward increasing performance in both reading and math in MAP Fall- Spring Target
Growth.
5. Between which subgroup is the achievement gap closing?
The gap is closing in Math between African-American and White students, as well as boys and
girls during a 3 year trend.

6.
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data
sources?
All findings are consistent with data from other sources
Areas in Need of Improvement
1. Which area(s) are below the expected levels of performance?
4th grade SCReady ELA (35.2% LBNE and 42% state) and Math (36.3% and state 45%) of
students who met or exceeded expectations
2. Describe the area(s) that show a negative trend in performance.
4th grade reflected overall weakest areas: (SCReady, MAP, and SCPASS) in Math, ELA and
Science.
3. Which area(s) indicate the overall lowest performance?
SCReady Math showed lowest performance (44.1%) of percent met, compared to the district
(49.4%). 4th grade Science on SCPASS (56% LBNE to 62% District) and 5th grade Science on
SCPASS (66% LBNE to 68% District).
4. Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward decreasing performance?
A trend in decreasing performace is noted for MAP math with White (41.5% to 35.2%), Other
(46.7% to 22%), and Hispanic (from 50% to 33%) students.
5. Between which subgroup is the achievement gap becoming greater?
Students who identify as Other in math from 46.7 to 22% as opposed to African-American and
White students whose % met or exceeded is within 1% of another).
6.
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data
sources?
All findings are consistent with data from other sources

Document or describe the degree to which all of your summative
assessments are valid, reliable, and unbiased.
The SC Ready, SCPASS, and EOCEP tests are statewide assessment programs managed under
contract by Data Recognition Corporation (DRC). At the conclusion of testing, DRC performs
several statistical analyses to verify the validity and reliability of the assessments. Reliability
indices for each of these tests are calculated using coefficient alpha (Cronbach 1951).
Additionally, both the standard error of measurement and conditional standard errors of
measurement are computed. DRC also provides validity evidence based on (1) test content, (2)
internal structure, and (3) relations to other variables. The most recent technical reports for
these assessments can be found at South Carolina Department of Education’s
website: http://ed.sc.gov/tests/assessment-information/archives/technical-reports/.
NWEA regularly conducts and publishes studies on the reliability and validity of the MAP tests.
Detailed information about these studies are found in the NWEA Technical Manual For MAP
and MPG. The computer adaptive nature of the MAP tests prevents NWEA from using
traditional test-retest or parallel form methodologies to establish reliability. Instead, NWEA
calculates correlations between tests spread across several months but “comparable in content
and structure, differing only in the difficulty level of its items.” They refer to this as “stratified,
randomly-parallel form reliability.” As a second measure, they examine the correlations of MAP
scores from tests taken in one term with the same students tested the following fall or spring
term. According to the technical manual NWEA uses four methods to establish validity. First,
content validity is “developed by carefully mapping into a test blueprint the content standards
being used by the educational entity commissioning the test.” NWEA also uses concurrent
assessments to establish validity. Concurrent validity is “expressed in the form of a Pearson
correlation coefficient between the total domain area RIT score and the total scale score of
another established test designed to assess the same domain area.” NWEA also has also
established predictive validity. They express predictive validity as Pearson correlation
coefficients between the total RIT score and the total scale score of another established test.
Finally, criterion-related validity is expressed as the point-measure correlation between a MAP
score and a proficient-not proficient designation on a state assessment.
Northwest Evaluation Association (2011, January), Technical Manual For Measures of Academic Progress® (MAP®)
and Measures of Academic Progress for Primary Grades (MPG). Portland, OR

Provide documentation or a brief description about how you ensure all
assessments are administered with complete fidelity to administrative
procedures.
Richland School District Two administers all assessments with complete fidelity to
administrative procedures. The district has several board policies and administrative rules that

address this issue. District Policy ILB was adopted in 1986 and revised in 2003 to establish the
basic structure for administering standardized tests. This policy states the following:
“All mandatory tests administered by or through the state board
of education to the students of the district will be administered in
accordance with state law and regulations. Violation of any state
law or regulation or any of the guidelines in this policy will subject
the individual to liability and may lead to criminal proceedings
(resulting in fines and/or imprisonment), termination, suspension
or revocation of administrative and/or teaching credentials. The
same policy will be followed for district mandated testing.
Individuals will adhere to all procedures specified in all operating
manuals governing the mandated assessment programs.”
Additionally, administrative Rule ILB-R states that the district and schools “will keep all tests
and test materials under lock and key in a central location both before and after testing” and
that “all applicable mandated state testing security procedures will be followed.” This rule also
states that “no employee of the district will knowingly or willfully violate security procedures,
including but not limited to the following:
● Give examinees access to test questions prior to testing.
● Copy, reproduce, or use in any manner inconsistent with test security regulations all or
any portion of any secure test booklet.
● Coach examinees during testing or alter or interfere with examinees’ responses in any
way.
● Make answer keys available to examinees.
● Failure to follow security regulations for distribution and return of secure tests as
directed or failure to account for all secure test materials before, during and after
testing.
● Participate in, direct, aid, counsel, assist in, encourage or fail to report any of the acts
prohibited in this section.
Policy ILBB was adopted in 1981 and most recently revised in 2007 to establish the basic
structure for implementation of the statewide assessment program. This policy states that “All
students attending district schools will participate in the statewide assessment program as
mandated by current applicable laws and regulations.” This policy also requires the district to
“comply with administrative rules prepared by the administration as well as federal and state
laws and regulations in the implementation of the statewide assessment program.”
Administrative Rule ILBB-R states that “district will provide appropriate in-service training for
staff, including newly employed certified personnel, involved in implementing the statewide
assessment program.”
The specific procedures to be followed during test administrations are outlined in the test
administration manuals for the specific tests. The manuals include an excerpt from Section 59-

1- 445 of the South Carolina Code of Laws, a summary of Section 59-1-447 of the Code of Laws,
and the entirety of State Board of Education Regulation 43-100.

Data supporting your institution’s Student Performance Diagnostic
Questions and the summaries given at the beginning of this document.
<School Data>

Lonnie B. Nelson
Elementary School

Karen Beaman, Principal
225 North Brickyard Road
Columbia, SC 29223
Version 2016/2017
Year 5 of 5-year term 2012/2013 - 2016/2017

Vision Statement: Building college and career ready learners and leaders to better serve our
world
Mission Statement: Learning to Lead, Leading to Learn betters myself, home, school, and
world

Beliefs:
•

Student success is our primary focus.

•

A partnership between school and home is necessary for student success.

•

Focus on the whole child is essential--social/emotional skills are equally as important as
academics.

•

All adults in the community are an integral part of students’ success.

•

A safe, supportive, and respectful environment is the right of all.

•

Excellence in teaching and learning is expected and required.

•

No one person in the community is more valuable than another.

•

Success is inherent to self-discipline and commitment to hard work.

•

All staff members should build and foster positive relationships with students to improve
student learning.

•

Our community is strengthened by embracing diversity.

•

Any wrong can be corrected through restorative justice.

•

Trust is a vital part of the educational community.

•

Endless possibilities are created through education.

•

Quality education is the responsibility of all adults in the community.

•

All community members can lead from where they are.
Demographic Data:
(Day 90, 2016-2017)*
Lonnie B. Nelson serves pre-kindergarten through fifth grade and has 589
students. Student composition is diverse. 68% are African-American, 19% Caucasian,
4% Hispanic/Latino, 3% Asian, 1% Hawaiian/Pacific Islander student, and 5% other
nationalities. The male student population (52%) is slightly higher than the female
population (48%) by twenty-one students. LBNE serves 10% Special Education students
and 1% English for Speakers of Other Languages. The free and reduced lunch status at
the school is 56%. LBNE’s magnet, ACE, is comprised of 37% of the school’s students

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary School

who travel from other zoned schools throughout Richland School District Two to attend
the school.
Highlights
14 National Board Certified Teachers
Red Carpet Award 2010 and 2013
Palmetto Gold and Silver Award
AVID Showcase School 2015
Annual Leadership Day Celebrations
Honeybee Observation Hive Grant Recipient
Partnership with Spring Valley JROTC Mentoring Program
Professional Development Partnership with University of South Carolina and Columbia
College
Sparkleberry Fair Grant Recipients
Academy for Civic Engagement (ACE) school within a school magnet
ACE magnet program named winner of the South Carolina Bar Project Citizen
State Showcase Winner
Project Citizen State and National Winner 2012-13
ACE Lead teacher and fifth grade ACE teacher received South Carolina Council
of Social Studies Palmetto Award for District Social Studies Teacher of
Distinction 2011, 2009
South Carolina Bar Association's 2009 Law Related Education Project Grant Recipient
State Farm Good Citizen Grant Recipient, 2010
National Blue Ribbon, 1988, 1997
Palmetto’s Finest, 1978-1979

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary School

STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT FOR SCHOOL PLANS
List the name of persons who were involved in the development of the school renewal plan. A
participant for each numbered category is required.
POSITION

NAME

1. PRINCIPAL

Dr. Maree Price

2. TEACHER

Whitney Jones

3. PARENT/GUARDIAN

Kela Thomas

4. COMMUNITY MEMBER

Sharon Buddin

5. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL

Jim Andreen

6. OTHERS* (May include school board members, administrators, School
Improvement Council members, students, PTO members, agency representatives,
university partners, etc.)
POSITION

NAME

Assistant Principal
Tracy Footman
Lead Teacher
Dawn Smith
Teachers: Courtney Long, Tara Lewis, Brandy Diaz, Genie Murrell, Narkisha
Schofield, Mandy Sharp, Jackie Yasin
Parents: Jennifer Shiver, Teresa Story, Melanie Andreen, Nicole Threat

*REMINDER: If state or federal grant applications require representation by other
stakeholder groups, it is appropriate to include additional stakeholders to meet those
requirements
and
to
ensure
that
the
plans
are
aligned.
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ASSURANCES FOR SCHOOL PLANS
Act 135 Assurances
Assurances checked and signed by the district superintendent and the principal, attest that the
school/district complies with all applicable Act 135 requirements.
Academic Assistance, PreK–3 The school/district makes special efforts to assist
_ _x
children in PreK–3 who demonstrate a need for extra or alternative instructional
attention (e.g., after-school homework help centers, individual tutoring, and group
remediation). Provide a good example of academic assistance services for PreK–3 by
referencing
strategy
#1
and
action
step
13.3.
x

Academic Assistance, Grades 4–12 The school/district makes special efforts to assist
children in grades 4–12 who demonstrate a need for extra or alternative instructional
attention (e.g., after-school homework help centers, individual tutoring, and group
remediation). Provide a good example of academic assistance services for grades 4–12
by referencing strategy # 1 and action step 1.3.4
x

Parent Involvement The school/district encourages and assists parents in becoming
more involved in their children’s education. Some examples of parent involvement
initiatives include making special efforts to meet with parents at times more convenient
for them, designating space in schools for parents to access educational resource
materials, including parent involvement expectations as part of the principal’s and
superintendent’s evaluations, and providing parents with information pertaining to
expectations held for them by the school system, such as ensuring attendance and
punctuality of their children. Provide a good example of parent involvement by
referencing strategy #4 and action step 4.1.3.
Staff Development The school/district provides staff development training for teachers
and administrators in the teaching techniques and strategies needed to implement the
school/district plan for the improvement of student academic performance. The staff
development program reflects requirements of Act 135, the EAA, and the National Staff
Development Council’s revised Standards for Staff Development. Provide a good
example of staff development by referencing strategy #3 and action plan 3.2.3.

x

Technology The school/district integrates technology into professional development,
curriculum development, and classroom instruction to improve teaching and learning.
Provide a good example of the use of technology by referencing strategy # 1 and
action step1.2.5 (additional technology assurances for districts follow the Act 135
assurances)

_x

x

Innovation The school/district uses innovation funds for innovative activities to
improve student learning and accelerate the performance of all students. Provide a good
example of the use of innovation funds by referencing strategy #1 and action step
1.2.4.

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary School

x

Recruitment The school/district makes special efforts to recruit and give priority in
parenting and family literacy activities to parents of at-risk 0–5 year olds. The
recruitment program is not grade specific, but normally would be most appropriate for
parents of children at the primary and elementary school levels and below, and for
secondary school students who are parents.

x

Collaboration The school/district (regardless of the grades served) collaborates with
health and human services agencies (e.g., county health departments, social services
departments, mental health departments, First Steps, and the family court system).

x

Developmental Screening The school/district ensures that the young child receives all
services necessary for growth and development. Instruments are used to assess physical,
social, emotional, linguistic, and cognitive developmental levels. This program
normally is appropriate at primary and elementary schools, although screening efforts
could take place at any location.

x

Half-Day Child Development The school/district provides half-day child development
programs for four-year-olds (some districts fund full-day programs). The programs
usually function at primary and elementary schools, although they may be housed at
locations with other grade levels or completely separate from schools.

x

Best Practices in Grades K–3 The school/district provides in grades K–3 curricular
and instructional approaches that are known to be effective in the K–3 setting.

x

Developmentally Appropriate Curriculum for PreK–3 The school/district ensures
that the scope and sequence of the curriculum for PreK–3 are appropriate for the
maturation levels of students. Instructional practices accommodate individual
differences in maturation level and take into account the student's social and cultural
context.

x

Parenting and Family Literacy The school/district provides parenting activities and
opportunities for parents of at-risk 0–5 year olds to improve their educational level. This
program is not grade specific, but generally is most appropriate for parents of children
at the primary and elementary school levels and below, and for secondary school
students who are parents. Some districts operate the program at various schools, an
early childhood development center, or some other location, while other districts
operate the program through home visits.

x

Coordination of Act 135 Initiatives with Other Federal, State, and District
Programs The school/district ensures as much program effectiveness as possible by
developing a district wide/school wide coordinated effort among all programs and
funding. Act 135 initiatives are coordinated with programs such as Head Start, First
Steps,
Title
I,
and
programs
for
students
with
disabilities.
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x

The School-to-Work Transition Act of 1994 (STW) The school/district provides
required STW programs for grades 6–12, and STW concepts are a part of the
developmentally appropriate curriculum for K–12.

Superintendent’s Printed Name
(for district and school plans)

Superintendent’s Signature

Date

Principal’s Printed Name

Principal’s Signature

Date
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT FINDINGS

As part of the district accreditation, Nelson Elementary School aligned their strategic plan with
the district’s plan. The district focused on these four areas: Student Achievement, School
Climate, Teacher/Administrator Quality and Parents/Community Involvement. In addition, plans
focused on district’s aims and board goals. The district academic team and accountability team
met with Nelson Elementary in the fall to look at its current data and to assist in setting goals.
Nelson is focused on setting academic goals for each student and on closing the achievement
gap.

Lonnie B. Nelson Elementary School
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State Performance Area(s)
Board Goals

Student Achievement
Teacher/Administrator Quality
Ensure the primary focus of schools is
on the quality of experiences provided to
students - experiences that result in
increased student engagement and
learning.
Advocate for the needs and interests
of students.
Act as good stewards of public
resources.
Model a culture of honesty, morality,
transparency, and collaboration.

School Climate
Parents/Community
Ensure responsible and flexible use of district resources.
Develop in the community common understanding of the
problems and challenges facing the school district.
Promote and model open communications between and among
students, district staff, and community.

Strategy

1. Provide an academic environment that promotes high expectations
for all students.
Action Plans:

1.1 Analyze multiple sources of data to identify trends, areas of need, and to establish
goals
1.2 Utilize a variety of instructional strategies that meet the needs of the students at
Nelson
1.3 Provide enrichment and academic assistance for students.
1.4 Increase school wide service learning opportunities.

1
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Key Measure

20102011
T1/Y4

20112012
T1/Y5

PASS Writing-Exemplary

Grade 3

Not Tested

Not Tested

PASS Writing- Met

Grade 3

Not Tested

Not Tested

PASS Writing –not Met

Grade 3

Not Tested

Not Tested

PASS Writing-Exemplary
PASS Writing- Met
PASS Writing –not Met

Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 4

Not Tested

Not Tested

Not Tested

Not Tested

Not Tested

Not Tested

PASS Writing-Exemplary

Grade 5

39.20%

PASS Writing- Met

Grade 5

PASS Writing –not Met

Green text = actual
Orange text = projection
20132014201520162012-2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
T2/Y1
T2/Y2
T2/Y3
T2/Y4
T2/Y5
N/A
31.60%
46.60%
48.60%
49.60%
N/A
35.40%
31.50%
32.50%
29.50%
32.90%
30.40%
43.50%
26.10%

23.90%
31.20%
44.20%
24.70%

N/A

31.40%

33.70%

40.50%

37.10%

Grade 5

20.30%

PASS Reading--Exemplary

Grade 3

PASS Reading- Met

N/A
N/A
N/A

25.90%
33.20%
46.20%
26.70%

26.90%
34.20%
47.20%
27.70%

43.90%

N/A

36.10%

37.10%

43.50%

35.40%

N/A

42.50%

57.90%

31.50%

22.80%

20.70%

N/A

21.40%

5.00%

55.60%

46.90%

54.40%

60.20%

N/A

69.80%

70.80%

Grade 3

25.90%

25.00%

25.30%

22.70%

N/A

25.20%

24.20%

PASS Reading –not Met

Grade 3

18.50%

28.10%

20.30%

17.00%

N/A

5.00%

5.00%

PASS Reading-Exemplary

Grade 4

26.30%

50.00%

38.00%

35.40%

N/A

55.40%

56.40%

PASS Reading Met

Grade 4

50.00%

28.90%

38.00%

40.50%

N/A

42.60%

43.60%

PASS Reading–not Met

Grade 4

23.80%

21.10%

23.90%

24.10%

N/A

2.00%

0.00%

PASS Reading-Exemplary

Grade 5

30.20%

34.70%

40.00%

41.30%

N/A

41.20%

42.20%

PASS Reading- Met

Grade 5

41.80%

43.10%

36.70%

36.30%

N/A

53.80%

52.80%

PASS Reading-not Met

Grade 5

19.00%

22.20%

23.30%

22.50%

N/A

5.00%

5.00%

PASS Math-Exemplary

Grade 3

25.90%

25.00%

20.30%

54.50%

N/A

47.40%

48.40%

PASS Math- Met

Grade 3

28.40%

34.40%

32.90%

20.50%

N/A

31.60%

32.60%

PASS Math –not Met

Grade 3

45.70%

40.60%

46.80%

25.00%

N/A

21.00%

19.00%

PASS Math-Exemplary

Grade 4

35.00%

41.10%

31.50%

21.50%

N/A

54.00%

55.00%

PASS Math- Met

Grade 4

45.00%

33.30%

40.20%

39.20%

N/A

41.00%

40.00%

PASS Math–not Met

Grade 4

20.00%

25.60%

28.30%

39.20%

N/A

5.00%

5.00%

PASS Math-Exemplary

Grade 5

30.00%

34.20%

38.90%

37.50%

N/A

39.90%

40.90%

PASS Math - Met

Grade 5

41.30%

43.80%

31.10%

32.50%

N/A

51.40%

52.40%

PASS Math-not Met

Grade 5

28.80%

22.00%

30.00%

N/A

8.70%

6.70%

PASS Science-Exemplary

Grade 3

7.50%

20.80%

14.60%

30.00%
29.50%

N/A

44.50%

45.50%

PASS Science- Met

Grade 3

50.00%

27.10%

46.30%

36.40%

N/A

41.80%

42.80%
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42.50%
52.10%
39.00%
34.10%

PASS Science–not Met

Grade 3

PASS Science-Exemplary

Grade 4

7.50%

15.60%

14.10%

PASS Science Met

Grade 4

58.80%

62.20%

PASS Science–not Met

Grade 4

33.80%

PASS Science-Exemplary

Grade 5

PASS Science Met

N/A

13.70%

11.70%

11.40%

11.80%

9.70%

10.70%

54.30%

46.80%

51.00%

85.30%

84.30%

22.20%

31.50%

41.80%

37.30%

5.00%

5.00%

17.10%

23.70%

11.10%

20.50%

13.80%

21.50%

22.50%

Grade 5

48.80%

52.60%

62.20%

43.60%

52.50%

66.50%

67.50%

PASS Science-not Met

Grade 5

34.10%

23.70%

26.70%

35.90%

33.80%

12.00%

10.00%

PASS Social Studies--Exemplary

Grade 3

48.80%

33.30%

35.90%

31.10%

N/A

43.50%

44.50%

PASS Social Studies- Met

Grade 3

31.70%

33.30%

28.20%

46.70%

N/A

51.50%

50.50%

PASS Social Studies –not Met

Grade 3

19.50%

33.30%

35.90%

22.20%

N/A

5.00%

5.00%

PASS Social Studies-Exemplary

Grade 4

33.80%

38.90%

38.00%

34.20%

38.20%

36.90%

37.90%

PASS Social Studies- Met

Grade 4

46.30%

46.70%

46.70%

46.80%

51.00%

58.10%

57.10%

PASS Social Studies–not Met

Grade 4

20.00%

14.40%

15.20%

19.00%

10.80%

5.00%

5.00%

PASS Social Studies-Exemplary

Grade 5

43.60%

34.30%

44.40%

39.00%

25.00%

43.50%

44.50%

PASS Social Studies - Met

Grade 5

35.90%

45.70%

31.10%

39.00%

41.30%

54.00%

55.00%

PASS Social Studies-not Met

Grade 5

20.50%

20.00%

24.40%

22.00%

33.80%

2.50%

0.50%

% State Report Card—Teachers
satisfied with learning environment

92.30%

78.00%

N/A

84.90%

95.30%

86.61%

87.47%

% State Report Card—Students
satisfied with learning environment

91.00%

79.10%

87.30%

85.70%

86.40%

87.42%

88.30%

% State Report Card— Parents
satisfied with learning environment

88.50%

96.30%

81.90%

96.30%

86.40%

97.00%

97.00%
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Action
Plan ID

Action
Step ID

Action Step

Timelin
Responsibility
Start Date
End Date

Estimated
Cost

Funding
Source(s)

Accountability
Date
Method

1.1

1.1.1

Analyze data dealing
with demographics

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
PowerSchool
coordinator, and
Faculty

N/A

N/A

2017

Analyze
demographic data
every July. Report
discussed within
administrative
team.

1.1

1.1.2

Analyze MAP data
twice a year

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
Leadership team,
faculty and TLC

N/A

N/A

2017

Teachers
analyze MAP
data within two
weeks after
taking the test.

1.1

1.1.3

Continue the use of
data to maintain the
use of
individualized
instruction

2012

2017

Administration,
team leaders,
faculty

N/A

N/A

2017

Teachers use
individualized
instruction
effectively in
75% of
classrooms,
through classroom
observations and
lesson plans

1.1

1.1.4

Share results of MAP
testing with students
and parents

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
team leaders,
faculty

N/A

N/A

2017

Conference with
100 % of students
at the beginning
of year and share
results with
parents at the
beginning of the
year and in the
spring, also
during studentled conferences.
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1.1

1.1.5

Analyze
SCREADY/SCPASS
data in
core areas and set
performance goals

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
team leaders,
faculty

N/A

N/A

2017

Review
performance
goals within 2
weeks of
receiving scores
and adjust
curriculum where
needed.

1.1

1.1.6

Analyze Easy CBM
2012
and DRA
(Developmental Reading
Assessment) data

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
team leaders,
faculty, District
Interventionist,
Reading Coach
psychologist

TBD

TBD

2017

Analyze Easy
CBM scores
after each test
administration
and a
minimum of two
times for DRA.
Reports given to
administrators,
Interventionist,
and Reading
Coach

1.1

1.1.7

Provide interventions
for students based on
MAP, SCREADY,
SCPASS, Easy CBM,
DRA scores

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
Team leaders,
Faculty,
Interventionist,
Psychologist

N/A

N/A

2017

Target groups of
students are
assessed
monthly to
determine level
of intervention.
Administration
review charts
and results
shared within
teams, SIT team

2012

5
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1.1

1.1.8

Continue analysis of
formative tests to track
progress in curriculum
(benchmark K-2,
classroom assessments,
etc.)

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administrative
Team, Grade level
teams, Team
leaders

N/A

N/A

2017

Review and
share formative
instrument
results quarterlyQuarterly grade
level meetings

1.1

1.1.9

Analyze state report
card and information
that compares Nelson
to schools like ours

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
Team Leaders

N/A

N/A

2017

Set goals based
on status of
report card with
similar schools.

1.1

1.1.10

Use data to determine
individual and group
areas for improvement
and strength

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
Grade Level
Teams, Individual
Teachers

N/A

N/A

2017

1.2

1.2.1

Build on the basis of
integrated thematic
units assuring student
engagement in
relevant
work.

2012

2017

Administration ,
Leadership
Team, Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

Document areas
of improvement
for faculty and
implement plan
for
improvement.
Set measureable
goals. Review
formative testing
each 9 weeks as
a team
Students are
engaged in a
relevant
curriculum 75%
of the time as
observed through
lesson plans and
classroom
observations.
Discussed in
weekly meetings
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1.2

1.2.2

Align curriculum to the
SC standards

2012

2014

Administration,
Leadership
Team, Faculty

TBD

TBD

2014

1.2

1.2.2

Use brain-based
strategies and design
elements to meet the
characteristics of the
learner

2012

2017

Administration,
Leadership
Team, Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

1.2

1.2.3

Update science and
social studies units of
study to challenge
students

2012

2014

Administration,
Leadership
Team, Faculty

TBD

TBD

2014

1.2

1.2.4

Continue to review and
reflect on the use of
effective math
curriculum

2012

2017

Administration,
Leadership
Team, Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

Standards are
observed in
lesson plans and
in classroom
observations
100% of the
time. Discussed
in weekly
meetings
Collaboration
weekly as part of
each team’s
planning.
Observed in
lesson planning
and observation
Units are
designed and
evaluated for
effectiveness by
teachers.
Reviewed on a
yearly basis
Students are
engaged in math
units 75% for
the time as
observed
through lesson
plans and
classroom
observation.
*schoolwide use
of Eureka Math
and additional
math PD
offered
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1.2

1.2.5

Continue to review and 2012
reflect using information
gathered from
Brightbytes survey for
technology use

2017

Administration,
Leadership
Team, Faculty,
TLC,
Media Specialist

TBD

TBD

2017

1.2

1.2.6

Utilize a variety of
assessments including
authentic assessments
with students

2012

2017

Administration ,
Leadership
Team, Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

1.3

1.3.1

2012

2017

Administration
SIT, BST, Faculty

NA

NA

2017

1.3

1.3.2

Utilize a tiered
approach through
intervention team to
meet the behavioral
needs of students
Progress monitor those
students identified by
intervention team for
extra help

Administration
School
Intervention Team
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

1.3

1.3.3

Restructure, as needed,
supplemental academic
services by utilizing
Tier I, 2, 3
interventions for grades
K-5

2012

Administration
School
Intervention Team
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

2017

Collaborate on
ways to include
digital resources
as tools to
engage students.
Team meetings,
including media
and TLC,
examine the use
of technology
Collaborate on
the types of
assessments
used and their
effectiveness in
measuring
student growth
at the end of
each major unit
Individual
intervention
plans put in
place- tiered
approach
Intervention
plans monitored
weekly

Adjustments are
made, as needed,
to make sure
these needs are
being met
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1.3

1.3.4

1.4

1.4.1

Use resources for
enrichment,
remediation. For
example, Sunshine
Math, Fantastic Five,
LLI, Fundations
Incorporate elements of
ACE into the entire
school (service
learning)

2012

2017

Classroom
Teachers
Administration

TBD

TBD

2017

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,

Administrative
TBD
Team
ACE Lead Teacher
Faculty

TBD

2017

Documentation
of number of
students served
through these
programs and
results
Elements of
ACE are
incorporated into
the entire
curriculum.
Reviewed in
the summer of
each year with
ACE
coordinator
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State Performance Area(s)
Board Goals

Student Achievement
Teacher/Administrator Quality
Ensure the primary focus of schools is
on the quality of experiences provided to
students - experiences that result in
increased student engagement and
learning.
Advocate for the needs and interests
of students.
Act as good stewards of public
resources.
Model a culture of honesty, morality,
transparency, and collaboration.

School Climate
Parents/Community
Ensure responsible and flexible use of district resources.
Develop in the community common understanding of the
problems and challenges facing the school district.
Promote and model open communications between and among
students, district staff, and community.

Strategy

2. Implement strategies to provide a positive learning environment

Action Plans:

2.1 Provide “absence of threat” in the school environment based on Leader In Me (7
habits) structure
2.2 Engage students in a variety of extracurricular activities, projects and celebrations
2.3 Provide a safe and secure environment
2.4 Implement health strategies from the school health council
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Green text = actual
Orange text = projection
2010201320142011-2012 2012-2013
2011
2014
2015
T1/Y5
T2/Y1
T1/Y4
T2/Y2
T2/Y3
292
295
280
213
237

Key Measure
Discipline Incidents

20152016
T2/Y4
225

20162017
T2/Y5
214

In-School Suspension Days

74

53

50

76

113

107

102

Out-School Suspensions Days

86

138

134

246

161

156

151

Expulsions

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Serious offenses

0

0

0

0

0.3

0

0

Student Attendance

97.00%

97.40%

97.00%

98.00%

96.60%

97.60%

98.00%

% State Report Card ---Teachers satisfied with
social and physical environment

90.00%

76.20%

N/A

96.90%

90.50%

91.41%

92.32%

% State Report Card ---Students satisfied with
social and physical environment

88.50%

74.60%

81.00%

84.20%

76.00%

76.76%

77.53%

% State Report Card ---Parents satisfied with social
and physical environment

92.20%

96.30%

91.30%

96.20%

84.30%

85.14%

85.99%

Action
Plan ID

Action
Step ID

Action Step

Timeline
Start Date
End Date

Responsibility

Estimated
Cost

Funding
Source(s)

Accountability
Date
Method

2.1

2.1.1

Continue to incorporate
the 7 Habits into the
culture of the school

2012

Faculty
Admin. team

TBD

Local funds

2017

Classroom
observation data
on discipline
referrals.

2.1

2.1.2

Establish a classroom
job for each student to
build responsibility to
practice leadership.

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017
2017

Administration
Teachers
Leadership
Team
Students

N/A

N/A

2017

Implementation
of classroom jobs
are observed by
administrative
team

2.1

2.1.3

Develop opportunities
for each class or grade
level to have a class
service.

2012

2017

Administration
Teachers
Leadership
Team

N/A

N/A

2017

Analysis of types
of classroom
opportunities to
assist the school
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2.1.

2.1.4

Assign grade level
responsibilities for each
student
Develop a grade level
service learning project

2012

2017

Administration
Teachers
Leadership
Team

N/A

N/A

2017

Number of
students
assigned to a
special function
within the
school increases
annually

2.1

2.1.6

Develop guidelines for
students on use of
technology

2012

2017

N/A

N/A

2017

2.1

2.1.7

Use Tier I, II and III
Systematic school-wide
behavior plan

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
Teachers
Leadership
Council
ITS
School
Intervention
Team, BST,
Faculty
Administrative

2200 +

Act 135

2017

Develop age
appropriate
guidelines for
use of
technology
Referrals to
school
Intervention
team, guidance
referrals,
discipline data

2.2

2.2.1

Conduct class (20
min. circle time)
and grade level
Town Meetings
and celebrations

2012

2017

Administration
Faculty,
Lighthouse Team

TBD

TBD

2017

2016

2017

Administration

2.2

2.1.2

Offer variety of inschool extra-curricular
activities that engage
students- i.e., clubs

2017

Agendas for
class meetings.
Review in the
summer of each
year the focus of
class meeting,
Structured
calendar
Review of
school scheduleutilize half days
to do clubs.
Review in the
summer of each
year the focus of
extra-curricular
activities
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2.2

2.1.3

2.2

2.1.3

2.3

2.3.1

2.3

2.3.2

2.3

2.3.3

Continue engaging
activities that promote a
positive learning
environment; service
learning, project
citizen, Patriots Day,
honeybee observation
hive

2012

2017

Administration
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

List of events
that promote
positive leaning
environment and
number of
participants
Review in the
summer of each
year

Continue to celebrate
student successes:
Awards Assembly,
CEO Spotlight,
Quarterly celebrations/
recognitions

2012

2017

Administration
Faculty

N/A

N/A

2017

List of
celebrations,
events and
students
reviewed.

Review and implement 2012
with faculty and staff
procedures for making
Nelson a safe and
secure place
Assign supervision to
2012
insure safety of
students

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017
2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Admin. Team,
Leadership
Team, SIC

TBD

District and
local funds

2017

Admin. Team
Faculty
Leadership

N/A

N/A

2017

Annual review
of procedures,
additional
individuals
trained
Supervision
roster and
review
supervision
schedule

Maintain a physical
facility that is safe and
clean

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Admin team
District
maintenance
Service
solution

TBD

District
funds

2017

2012

Observation
check list.
Monthly
custodial
evaluation
13
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2.3

2.3.4

Conduct required drills.

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017
2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017
2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
Faculty and staff

N/A

N/A

2016

Document
monthly drills
and
effectiveness

2.3

2.3.5

Provide training for
2012
individuals as needed in
CPR, AED, etc.

Administration
District
personnel

N/A

N/A

2017

Documentation
of training of
key individuals
(CPR, etc.)

2.3

2.3.6

2012

2.4

2.4.1

Provide required
training of faculty, staff
and students in such
areas as sexual
harassment, blood
borne pathogens,
laboratory safety,
outdoor safety etc.
Implement goals from
the Healthy School
Council

Administrators,
Nurse
Teachers

N/A

N/A

2017

Mandatory
training and sign
off sheets

2012

2017

TBD

TBD

2017

Health council
reviews and
establishes goals
in fall of each
year and
evaluates in the
spring of each
year.

2012

2017

Healthy
School
Council
Administration
School nurse
Social
worker\PE
teacher
Healthy School
Council
Administration
School nurse
PE teachers

2.4

2.4.2

Expand opportunities
for students physical
activity through
activities and
equipment on the
playground

TBD

TBD

2016

Documentation
of opportunities
for physical
fitness for all
students and
participants
reviewed by
Health council
in fall of each
year and goals
set
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2.4

2.4.3

Expand awareness of
nutrition

2012

2017

Healthy
School
Council
Administration
School nurse
Social Worker
Sodexo

TBD

TBD

2017

Documentation
of programs and
field trips for all
students and
participants
reviewed by
Health council
in fall of each
year and goals
set.
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State Performance Area(s)
Board Goals

Strategy

Student Achievement
Teacher/Administrator Quality
Ensure the primary focus of
schools is on the quality of
experiences provided to students experiences that result in increased
student engagement and learning.
Advocate for the needs and
interests of students.
Act as good stewards of public
resources.
Model a culture of honesty,
morality, transparency, and
collaboration.

School Climate
Parents/Community
Ensure responsible and flexible use of district resources.
Develop in the community common understanding of the problems and
challenges facing the school district.
Promote and model open communications between and among students,
district staff, and community.

3.Create a professional learning environment that attracts and supports a high
quality core of teachers and staff

Action Plans:

3.1 Analyze, recruit, and mentor teachers to meet the needs of Nelson
3.2 Create a professional learning environment
3.3 Celebrate the success of faculty and staff
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Green text = actual
Orange text = projection
2010201120132014201520162012-2013
2011
2012
2014
2015
2016
2017
T2/Y1
T1/Y4
T1/Y5
T2/Y2
T2/Y3
T2/Y4
T2/Y5

Key Measure
School Report Card Data--Advanced Degrees

Record Actual Data

68.30%

63.40%

65.10%

65.75%

58.10%

67.07%

67.74%

School Report Card Data-Continuing Contract

Record Actual Data

65.90%

78.00%

72.10%

72.82%

79.10%

74.28%

75.03%

School Report Card Data-Returning Teachers

Record Actual Data

84.30%

87.40%

87.90%

88.78%

84.30%

90.56%

91.47%

School Report Card Data--Teacher
Attendance

Record Actual Data

93.30%

95.00%

96.10%

97.06%

95.60%

98.00%

98.00%

Number of teachers Nationally
Board Certified

Record Actual Data

N/A

N/A

N/A

9

N/A

Action
Plan ID

Action
Step ID

Action Step

Timeline
Start Date End Date

Responsibility

Estimated
Cost

Funding
Source(s)

Accountability
Date
Method

3.1

3.1.1

2012

2017

All Faculty and
Staff

TBA

District
funds

2017

3.1

3.1.2

Encourage faculty to
recruit high quality
teachers
Participate in job fairs

2012

2017

Admin Team

N/A

N/A

2017

3.1

3.1.3

Partner with local
colleges and
universities

2012

2017

Admin Team

N/A

N/A

2017

3.1

3.1.4

To provide a buddy for
teachers new to Nelson
and provide monthly
meetings with 1st and
2nd year teachers

2012

2017

Admin Team

N/A

N/A

2017

Number of
teachers
recruited
Number of
teachers
recruited,
interviewed
Number of
teachers
recruited from
interns.
Assignment of
buddy teachers.
Series of
meetings with
administrative
team
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3.1

3.1.5

Provide additional staff 2012
development for
teachers transitioning to
Nelson

2017

All Teachers
TLC specialist,
Reading Coach

N/A

N/A

2017

Number of
participants in
staff
development

3.2.

3.2.1

Provide school level
staff development to
know what data is
available and what the
data means

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
District IT,
District
Academics Team
TLC

TBD

TBD

2017

Teacher will
analyze Enrich
data, etc., and
data is
discussed at
grade level
meetings.

3.3

3.2.2

Examine and
revise/review
Yearlong
planning/pacing

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

Create
new/Review
organizers,
themes at the
end of the year
for possible
revisions

3.2

3.2.3

Continue to unpack
and understand in
depth the SC standards

2012

2014

Administration
Leadership
Team,
Faculty,
District

TBD

TBD

2014

All curriculum is
aligned to
standards
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2016

2017

Administration,
Leadership Team,
Reading Coach,
District

TBD

TBD

2017

3.2

3.2.4

Develop and
implement
school reading
plan based on
District reading
plan for Read
to Succeed Bill

3.2

3.2.5

Build on foundation of
integrated thematic
instruction and move
into continued
engagement of students
in relevant learning

2012

2017

Administration
Leadership

TBD

TBD

2017

3.2

3.2.6

Develop units in
Science and Social
Studies

2012

2014

Administration
Leadership
Council,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2014

Number of
individuals
trained and
documentation
of the results in
planning.
Reviewed by
Admin and
Leadership
Council in
summer of each
year.
75 % of
observations and
lesson plans
indicate that
students are
involved in
relevant
learning.
Discussed
weekly as an
administrative
team
Units in
science and
social studies are
in place and are
reviewed yearly
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3.2

3.2.7

Design units in math
based on SC state
standards- utilize
Eureka Math as
curriculum to
teach the SC
Standards

2012

2017

Administration
Leadership
Team,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.2

3.2.8

Expand the staff
development on brain
compatible strategies
and on understanding
poverty to meet the
needs of the
characteristics of the
learner

2012

2017

Administration
Leadership
Team,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.2

3.2.9

Examine ways to
enhance one-to-one
computing into the
instruction as tools for
learning.

2012

2017

Administration
Leadership
Team,
Faculty
TLC

TBD

TBD

2017

3.2

3.2.10

Provide faculty support 2012
in the use of technology
based on individual
needs of the faculty and
staff.

2017

Administration,
Leadership
Team,
Faculty
TLC

TBD

TBD

2017

Collaboration of
units based on
data needs and
curriculum reviewed as a
team after each
unit to analyze
results.
Collaboration on
the
characteristics of
the learner,
understanding
poverty, and
brain compatible
strategies
through team
and faculty
meetings
Collaborate on
technology as a
tool through
team meetings
and faculty
meetings
Individualized
assistance on
technology
provided as
needed based on
assessment of
needs
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3.2

3.2.11

Implement AVID using 2014
WICOR as a foundation
for all lessons to
promote college and
career readiness for all
students

2017

Administration,
Leadership
Team,
Faculty
TLC, AVID
coordinator

TBD

TBD

2017

Guidelines
developed and
reviewed in
summer of each
year. 4/5 grade
teachers
trained, 3rd
grade next
Collaboration of
assessment
through team
meetings and
faculty meetings.

3.2

3.2.12

Provide on-going
collaboration on types
of assessment.

2012

2017

Administration,
Leadership
Team,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.2

3.2.13

Review 7 Habits and
citizenship skills to
develop the focus of
character education
each year

2012

2017

Administration,
Leadership
Team,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

Focus of
character
education
reviewed each
year at the
beginning of the
year and as
needed
throughout the
year.

3.2

3.2.14

Review Response to
Intervention guidelines
and importance of
progress monitoring

2012

2017

Administration
Leadership Team,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

Guidelines
reviewed at
beginning of the
year and
procedures put in
place and
monitored by
administrative
team
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3.3

3.3.1

Encourage faculty to
pursue advanced
degrees and National
Board Certification

2012

2017

Administration
Leadership
Team,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

Increase in
number of
teachers
receiving
advanced
degrees and
National Board
Certification
Celebration of
units and
emphasis on
learning

3.3

3.3.2

Develop strong
curriculum units
planned by faculty

2012

2017

Administration
Leadership
Team,
Faculty

NA

NA

2017

3.3

3.3.3

Provide opportunities
for faculty to share new
ideas

2012

2017

Administration
Leadership
Team,
Faculty

NA

NA

2017

Celebration of
new ideas to
improve learning

3.3

3.3.4

Continue traditions to
create a family
community among
faculty

2012

2017

Administration
Leadership
Team,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

Traditions
expanded and
maintained

3.3

3.3.5

Celebrate the success of 2012
LBN faculty and
individual faculty
members

2017

Administration
Leadership
Team,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

List of
individual/
faculty
celebrations
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State Performance Area(s)
Board Goals

Strategy

Student Achievement
School Climate
Teacher/Administrator Quality
Parents/Community
Ensure the primary focus of
Ensure responsible and flexible use of district resources.
schools is on the quality of
Develop in the community common understanding of the problems and
experiences provided to students - challenges facing the school district.
experiences that result in
Promote and model open communications between and among students,
increased student engagement and district staff, and community.
learning.
Advocate for the needs and
interests of students.
Act as good stewards of public
resources.
Model a culture of honesty,
morality, transparency, and
collaboration.

4. Develop alliances with families and the community to enhance and support
the well-being of students

Action Plans:

4.1 Initiate strategies to engage parents and community
4.2 Involve stakeholder involvement in school strategic planning
4.3. Seek recognition for exemplary programs
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Green text = actual
Orange text = projection
20132014201520162012-2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
T2/Y1
T2/Y2
T2/Y3
T2/Y4
T2/Y5

Key Measure

20102011
T1/Y4

20112012
T1/Y5

% State Report Card—Teachers
satisfied with School/ Home
relations

85.40%

69.00%

N/A

81.80%

81.00%

83.44%

84.28%

% State Report Card—Students
satisfied with School/ Home
relations

95.40%

89.60%

97.50%

88.60%

97.40%

90.38%

91.28%

% State Report Card—Parents
satisfied with School/ Home
relations

91.70%

92.60%

91.30%

92.30%

67.50%

94.16%

95.10%

Volunteer hours
Unique visits per month on web
site
% of eligible parents enrolled in
Parent Portal

Record Actual Data

10210

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Record Actual Data

Pending

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Record Actual Data

Pending

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Action
Plan ID

Action
Step ID

Action Step

Timeline
Start Date End Date

Responsibility

Estimated
Cost

Funding
Source(s)

Accountability
Date
Method

4.1

4.1.1

2012

2017

SIC,PTO
Leadership
Team
TLC

TBD

TBD

2017

Communication
plan established

4.1

4.1.2

Develop a school
communication plan
Social Media, web site,
parent portal, blog,
BlackboardConnect,
workshops, etc.)
Communicate
calendar of events via
monthly email blasts
(Orientation, Open
House, Parent/Child
activities etc.)

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

SIC, PTO,
Teachers,
Leadership Team

TBD

TBD

2017

Calendar
established
yearly
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4.1

4.1.3

Develop opportunities
to train parents on
technology use

2012

2017

SIC, PTO,
TLC,
Teachers

TBD

TBD

2017

Workshops
provided to
educate parents
on the use and
safety of
technology

4.1

4.1.4

Share 7 Habits and
AVID focus with
parents

2012

2017

N/A

2017

Parent Seminars
(min. of 4 per
year)

4.1

4.1.5

2012

2017

N/A

2017

Calendar
established
yearly

4.1

4.1.6

2012

2017

Administrative
Team
Leadership
Council
Faculty

NA

NA

2017

Number of
students
assisting at
Nelson each
year.

4.1

4.1.7

Each year develop a
fundraising opportunity
calendar by the first
day of school
Create partnership with
local high schools
provide Teacher
Cadets, service
learning, JROTC, etc.
into work in the
classroom
Expand partnerships
with Northeast
Columbia

Administration
N/A
Leadership
Team, Faculty,
AVID coordinator
SIC, PTO,
N/A
Leadership Team

2012

2017

Administrative
Team
Leadership
Council
Faculty

NA

NA

2017

Establish
baseline data on
partnerships and
expand each
year.

4.1

4.1.8

Review strategic plan
with stakeholders in the
fall of each year

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

SIC, PTO

N/A

N/A

2017

Highlights of
Strategic Plan
reviewed in fall
of each year

4.1

4.1.9

Issue a school annual
report to parents each
year

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

SIC, PTO

TBD

TBD

2017

Report planned
with SIC and
issued in the
spring of each
year.
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